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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The project

The partners

The sectors

A 33-month research study to design and test out
interventions that could substantially improve the timber
construction supply chain in Wales
Led by Powys County Council, funded by Welsh Government
and the EU Rural Development Programme and delivered by
Woodknowledge Wales (WKW) in partnership with Cardiff
Metropolitan University (CMU), Coed Cymru (CC) and BM
TRADA (TRADA)
Aiming to influence three sectors that have impact on the
timber construction supply chain – that is social housing,
timber manufacturing and forest industries

The research method

A combination of applied research, knowledge exchange and
strategic engagement with social housing projects under
development in Wales

The main deliverable

A report for Welsh Government identifying which supply chain
interventions may be most effective and how they might be
applied

Other deliverables include:
A net zero whole life carbon
framework (Output 1)

This framework is adapted for Wales and aligns with the Net
Zero Whole Life Carbon definitions developed by the World
Green Building Council (See infographic)

Design Guidance for net zero
whole life carbon (Output 2)

For social housing providers to deliver net zero carbon
housing optimised for Welsh manufacturing and the use of
home-grown timber (See Guidance Document - PDF)

Training and leadership
programmes (Output 3)

We have created a proposal for skills & training that allows
routes for new entrants to the sector through traineeships.
We also propose a leadership programme that will provide
the interchange of ideas and knowledge needed at a senior
level across the supply chain.
(See Research Report - PDF)

Embodied Carbon Reduction
Guidance (Output 4)

On the embodied carbon assessment and opportunities for
whole-life carbon reduction (See Guidance Document - PDF)

Building Performance
Guidance (Output 5)

On building performance evaluation methods and how they
can be applied to improve the energy, health, comfort and
usability of homes (See Guidance Document - PDF)

Exemplar Housing Projects
(Output 6)

Guide to better timber
buildings (Output 7)

To showcase best practice in low carbon timber housing and
highlight opportunities for alignment with the Welsh supply
chain (See Google Map)
To support clients, architects and contractors to deliver better
timber buildings and avoid common errors (See Guidance
Document - PDF)
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Specification tools (Outputs
8,9 & 10)
Offsetting (Output 11)

Timber use audit (Output 12)

Client focused and created for timber windows, cladding and
wood fibre insulation (See Guidance documents - PDF)
Pilot for the use of timber in construction as an offset
quantified, monetised and sold into the voluntary offset
market (See illustrative Carbon Storage Contract - PDF)
A data collection system has been developed to enable a
better understanding of the quantity and grade of timber
required (See Timber Audit Form - Excel File)

Building a Welsh Wood
Economy (Output 13)

A report on the Welsh timber supply chain rooted in
foundational economic thinking (See Research Report - PDF)

Linking timber supply to
demand (Output 14)

Considers the role for a consolidator to link domestic supply
of timber to demand (See Research Report)

New investment model for
farmers to grow trees
(Output 15)
Stimulate housing
association forest
investment (Output 16)

Explores new financial mechanisms to enable farmers to grow
trees without land transfer (See Research Report)

Address negative
perceptions of Welsh
plantation forestry (Output
17)

In delivering this project we have come across negative
perceptions of plantation forestry in general and Welsh grown
timber in particular. To address these negative perceptions,
we have created a research report titled ‘The Role of our Own
Conifer Forests for Building a sustainable Society in Wales’
(See research report)

A range of enabling policy
recommendations for Welsh
Government (Output 18)

To summarise the policy opportunities for Welsh Government
we have produced a policy document, titled ‘5 essential
strategies for an emerging forest nation’ (See policy report)

Housing associations are interested in investing in forestry for
multiple reasons that include provision of timber and as a
means of delivering net zero carbon housing (See Investment
Proposition for Housing Associations)
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2 INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
The Home-Grown Homes Project was launched in April 2018 and has been a 33-month
timber supply chain development research study. The project has been led by Powys
County Council, funded by Welsh Government and the EU Rural Development Programme
and delivered by Woodknowledge Wales with Cardiff Metropolitan University, Coed Cymru
and BM TRADA.
The purpose of the project has been to identify and test out interventions that, if applied,
could have a transformative impact on the Welsh timber construction supply chain in
particular and on the delivery of low carbon social housing in general. It aimed to
substantially increase the number and quality of timber homes in Wales, with new
manufactured offsite solutions for deployment in Wales and elsewhere. In turn, the
increase in demand for the local timber resource, and activities undertaken within this
project to make it more readily available, aimed to increase confidence and investment in
the sawmilling sector. It aimed also to inspire a resurgent interest in forest management
and forest establishment. The project partners have worked closely with a network of
organisations across the supply chain and house builders (including 12 Welsh housing
associations) to achieve this aim. Specific actions to improve the business case for tree
planting and management on farmland in Wales aimed to create options for re-deployment
of farmland to improve productivity and to cope with inevitable reductions to farm incomes
post Brexit.
The main project deliverable is this report - which identifies which supply chain
interventions may be most effective and how they might be applied through regulation or
other means. The foundation for this study had its origins in the Arwain Project which
reported in 2017. In those three years, there have been a series of developments which
have served to emphasise both the relevance and importance of the timber supply chain in
meeting a number of Welsh Government’s current policy objectives:
• creation of Welsh Government’s own Innovative Housing Programme
• foundational economic thinking has begun to influence policy development and the
allocation of subsidy
• a growing collective understanding of climate change has led to the declaration of a
climate emergency
• the UK has made the decision to leave the EU and
• a global public health crisis has been created by the coronavirus pandemic
• These developments have all had an impact on the way the project has developed over
time and also made the need to change how we grow, invest and develop as a country
more fundamental and urgent.
Housing, timber manufacturing and forestry are distinct areas of activity. This project is an
exploration of how these three overlapping areas of our economy and society can be drawn
into more purposeful alignment.
In addition to this final report, other important outputs have been created that capture the
learning from the project activities and support ongoing market driven development of the
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housing, timber manufacturing and forestry sectors in Wales. These outputs are
summarised in Appendix 1
The project is illustrated in the following project infographic:
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3 RESEARCH METHODS
The research methods were founded upon three main activities:
• Applied research to understand the dynamics of the current supply chain and the
timber construction industry to help identify potential interventions and how these
interventions might be applied to maximum benefit. The research drew upon deskbased investigation (e.g. academic literature, market data, industry websites), structured
engagement with the supply chain (e.g. face to face interviews) and consultation with
external experts.
• Knowledge exchange to inform the development of supply chain interventions and to
encourage clients and the timber industry to engage pro-actively in the foundational
economic development and low carbon agenda promoted by the project team. The
methods used included workshops, conferences, supply chain meetings and site visits
with project updates provided through, e-newsletters, social media and the project
website. By linking clients with the supply chain, we have been able to support learning,
dispel myths and better understand the issues that are restricting or preventing the
further uptake of wood-based solutions by the social housing sector in Wales.
• Strategic engagement with social housing projects under development to identify
barriers to the development of the timber supply chain and to test out the effectiveness
of interventions to overcome these barriers at the design, construction and post
completion phase of projects. The knowledge gained has provided crucial information to
support the delivery of high-performance low-carbon social homes using timber.

4 PROJECT DELIVERY
4.1 Project Participants
The Project was overseen by a Project Management Board which then became a Steering
Group, chaired by Powys CC and drawn from relevant organisations:
Powys County Council

Tom Simmons, Dafydd Evans & Vince Hanly

Welsh Government

Nigel Elias (Chair), Jon Travis & Simon Inkson

Welsh Local Government
Association

Jim McKirdle

Community Housing Cymru

Sian Howells

Natural Resources Wales

Dominic Driver & Miriam Jones-Walters

The Project Team consisted of individuals representing partner organisations and
independent organisations:
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Partners
Woodknowledge Wales

Robin Aldridge, Dainis Dauksta, Martin Davies,
Eilidh Forster, David Hedges, Christiane Lellig,
Ceri Loxton, James Moxey, Gary Newman and
Francesco Zaccaro

BM TRADA

Gavin Fidler, Robin Lancashire, Adam Moring,
Lewis Taylor

Cardiff Metropolitan University

Carolyn Hayles, George Karani, John Littlewood,
Diana Waldron, Tony Whyman

Coed Cymru

Gareth Davies, Graham Hilton, Dylan Jones

Independent Consultants
Julie Godefroy Sustainability

Julie Godefroy

Inkling

Susie Diamond

ConstructionLCA

Jane Anderson

ASBP

Katherine Adams, Simon Corbey

Good Homes Alliance

Julian Brooks

Oxford Brookes University

Rajat Gupta

Build Test Solutions

Richard Jack, Luke Smith

Soap Retrofit

Zachary Gill

iRed

Bruce Arnold, Ray Faulkner

Hazelvale

Miles Thomas

Hiraeth Architecture (formerly
R+M Studios)

Robert Thomas

Build Collective

Beth Williams

Greengauge

Kasper Maciej, Toby Cambray

Timber Design Initiatives

Peter Wilson

Sheffield University

Prof. Fionn Stevenson

4.2 Setting, measuring and evaluating performance
At the outset of the project, Powys CC and WKW agreed a series of key performance
indicators and performance measures which would be used to establish the extent to
which the project’s five objectives were being met. These objectives were:
•

Building supply-chain capacity along established processing chains to increase
local/home-grown market share;
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•
•
•
•

Work with 'clients' increasing local/home-grown product demands in high performance,
low carbon, new build/retrofit social housing;
Increase higher value local/home-grown timber availability;
Support the use of local/home-grown timber in broader construction developments; and
Promote and establish training/education in the use of local/home-grown and liberate
socio-economic value.

Fourteen Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and thirty performance measures were agreed
and have been monitored as part of on-going project scrutiny (detailed in Powys CC’s
Project Objectives Project Review spreadsheet). In addition, two independent evaluation
exercises (in the form of Project Assessment Reviews) have been carried out by consultants
commissioned through Welsh Government. A third and final review is planned for the end
of the project in January 2021. The reviews proved to be helpful in suggesting alternative
solutions to some of the research questions and changes were made to the Demonstration
element of the project which are detailed below.
WKW achieved all of the research objectives. The main reasons for delay in achieving all of
the KPIs on time were contractors going into administration, the impact of the coronavirus
pandemic which delayed construction projects and imposed restrictions on contact and
where the cancellation of face to face events affected the delivery of a small number of KPIs.
Some building performance evaluation testing was delayed and in October 2020 a threemonth extension to the project was agreed in order for Cardiff Met to complete this activity
and fulfil their contractual commitments on the project. The only area where performance
wasn’t achieved was increasing the availability of home-grown timber through a stock
holding. Early and positive discussions with a sawmill and builders’ merchant on creating a
stock holding did not materialise. The broader challenge of the supply chain for homegrown timber is addressed within the findings section below.

4.3 Project Work Package Delivery
From the outset, project delivery has been carried out in seven work packages, each with its
own set of tasks, milestones and deliverables:
•

•

•

•

Project management to ensure effective delivery and management of the project. It
included regular meeting management and reporting, the achievement of targets,
deliverables and production of Key Performance Information as well as project related
activity by partners and the financial management of the project.
Exemplar construction projects to identify housing projects that the home-grown home
project team could collaborate upon for knowledge exchange, research activities and to
inform the content and purpose of project outputs. The housing projects provided the
practical basis to explore interventions identified in work packages 3, 4 and 5.
Housing - Better timber homes to understand how the performance and sustainability of
social housing could be improved through the use of building performance evaluation
and whole life carbon assessment, and to address how these methods could be applied
(1) within an enhanced quality assurance process, (2) for feedback and learning to inform
the better design and delivery of future developments and (3) to inform policy.
Timber manufacturing - Better local manufacturing to explore how the cost, quality and
performance of Welsh manufactured timber components could be improved in terms of
the supply into social housing.
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•

•

•

Forestry - More and better home-grown timber to explore how the timber supply chain
could be improved to increase the quantity of Welsh grown timber flowing into social
housing and enhance the case for forestry in Wales.
Demonstration to demonstrate learning from the project through the design of a netzero carbon whole-life carbon building approach and through the design and delivery of
education/communication resources.
Knowledge exchange and dissemination to ensure the learning created in the project
has been communicated in a manner designed to have maximum positive impact on the
quality of social housing and upon the Welsh timber construction supply chain.

4.4 What we did in the work packages
Each work package was led by one of the project partners, working to a list of tasks and
deliverables set out in a project plan. The following section describes how the project was
delivered.

4.4.1 Work Package 1: Project Management
This work package aimed to ensure the launch and effective control, management and
delivery of the project and all its composite outputs. Woodknowledge Wales (WKW) was
appointed by Powys County Council to deliver the project following a competitive tendering
exercise. WKW then entered into an agreement with the three project partners, Cardiff
Metropolitan University, Coed Cymru and BM TRADA. The project was launched at WKW’s
WoodBUILD 2018 Conference. Regular meetings of the consortium were held and became
the main method of monitoring and managing project progress. There were initially held on
a quarterly basis and in different locations across Wales. The impact of the coronavirus
pandemic led to meetings being held virtually from March 2020 and, these were held every
month from August 2020. A project plan and risk register were created, reviewed and
amended during the life of the project and regular financial claims were made by WKW to
Powys CC.

4.4.2 Work Package 2: Exemplar construction projects
This work package was led by WKW. Over the course of the project we developed and
actively engaged with a network of clients and a number of exemplar projects as a result of
the collaboration with project partners. A number of these did not eventually proceed as a
result of contractor administration, planning delays and delays due to the coronavirus. The
projects where the project team had some involvement, are listed below. The first seven
projects formed the basis of the exemplar project activity. Projects 8-15 had some
involvement but this was limited:
Project Name
1

Pentland Close, Llanishen

2

Land off Kilvert Close, Clyro
Former Red Dragon Public
House

3

Location

Client

Homes

Cardiff

82

Hay-On-Wye

Wales & West
HA
Powys CC

Newtown

Powys CC

18

10

12

Location
Newtown

Client
Powys CC

Homes

Welshpool

Mid-Wales HA

17

6

Project Name
Land adjacent to the
Village Hall, Sarn
Croft Court
Llanbedr Dyffryn Clwyd

Ruthin

Clwyd Alyn

38

7

Former Bowling Green

Newtown

Powys CC

26

8

Gwynfaen Farm

Swansea

Pobl/Coastal

144

9

Glasdir

Ruthin

Clwyd Alyn

75

10

Llys Hampson

Buckley

Grŵp Cynefin

24

11

William Ainge Court

Welshpool

Mid Wales HA

23

12

Pennant Hall

Penmaenmawr

Adra

14

13

Two Locks

Cwmbran

Bron Afon

14

14

Ty Newyddion

Garndiffaith

Bron Afon

12

15

FlexiHomes

Wrexham

First Choice

1

4
5
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Many barriers to the development of the timber supply chain were identified during the
project as a result of engagement with clients, architects and contractors involved in social
housing projects. A few of these are highlighted below. They were addressed through
knowledge exchange and the development of specific tools (detailed in other work
packages):
•
•
•
•

Negative perceptions about the ‘quality’ of Welsh timber
Knowledge barriers to procurement of timber windows and timber cladding
Extra requirements to meet social housing standards e.g. Secured by Design
Procurement rules making supply chain relationships difficult if not impossible

The main output from this work package are case studies demonstrating supply chain
barriers (and how they have been overcome) and opportunities (and how they have been
realised). Example case studies have been produced on the use of home-grown structural
timber on a Clwyd Alyn project in Llanbedr (here) and a Grŵp Cynefin project in Buckley
(here) and on the use of Welsh joinery timber (here). An interactive map has also been
developed to highlight a range of project outputs and it includes details of the range of
work package outputs which the case studies and exemplar projects demonstrate.

4.4.3 Work Package 3: Housing - Better timber homes
This work package focussed on Building Performance Evaluation and Embodied Carbon
analysis and was led by Cardiff Metropolitan University. Diana Waldron was employed as
Research Associate to lead and her work was supervised and managed by Senior Lecturer
Carolyn Hayles. The project team identified interventions and building performance
evaluation (BPE) methods which were tested for effectiveness and practicality at the design,
construction and post completion stages of projects. We were advised by and collaborated
with a number of organisations with expertise in building performance evaluation and
whole life carbon:
•

the Building Performance Network – we jointly commissioned with them the State of the
Nation Review;
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the Good Homes Alliance and Professor Fionn Stevenson – advised on the BPE methods
which we should focus on;
• Build Test Solutions collaborated with us on testing novel BPE techniques;
• Susie Diamond of Inkling LLP and Julie Godefroy of Julie Godefroy Sustainability were
commissioned to develop guidance on BPE evaluation;
• Jane Anderson of ConstructionLCA and Katherine Adams of the Alliance for Sustainable
Building Products were commissioned to develop guidance on embodied carbon.
•

4.4.4 Understanding Building Performance (BPE)
There is significant evidence to suggest that buildings do not perform as well when they are
completed as was anticipated when they were being designed. The difference between a
building’s anticipated and actual performance is known as the ‘performance gap’. The
Project has tested out tools that can be employed to measure building performance and to
identify opportunities to reduce and eliminate the gap. There is growing interest in these
tools and techniques – known as Building Performance Evaluation, which:
•
•
•
•
•

Is the process of evaluating the performance of a building as-built as opposed to the
performance that was modelled at the design stage;
Is key to understanding whether the performance criteria targeted at the design stage
has been achieved;
Is capable of use in new, existing and refurbished domestic and non-domestic buildings;
Can help inform project development, enhance delivery, optimise performance and
provide feedback during all stages of the development process;
Allows evaluation of the performance of different components and aspects of a building.

Our research focus has been on building performance that can be directly influenced by
building fabric (and therefore related to the use of timber). In the context of the
decarbonisation agenda, if we do not measure the real energy performance of our homes,
we are building a new generation of homes that is likely to fail to deliver its intended design
performance. We are missing a vital piece of information required to understand what
works and what does not. So BPE is an essential part of the zero-carbon process.

4.4.5 BPE – what we did
In the work package we focussed on three areas of BPE activity:
• we supported a UK wide review;
• we tested out a range of BPE methods and;
• we developed industry guidance on the application of BPE techniques.

4.4.6 UK wide BPE review
We jointly commissioned with the Building Performance Network, a review of research into
new home performance to provide insight into BPE methodologies and context for our
ongoing research. The comprehensive Building Performance Network State of the Nation
review, carried out by Oxford Brooks University and supported by Woodknowledge Wales
(along with BEIS and the NHBC), considered all the available BPE studies in the UK covering
a total of 826 homes of which just over 10% were Passivhaus.
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4.4.7 Evaluating BPE Methods
We explored the usefulness of BPE at design, construction and post completion stages of
project case studies (notably the cost and ease of application and insights gained). Seven
methods were selected for exploration within the case studies. The activity can also be
viewed via the map. The methods were:
• Dynamic Thermal modelling which simulates a building’s performance and focusses on
achieving better comfort for occupiers. Its use at design stage allows changes to improve
building efficiency before and during construction.
• Thermal Bridge Analysis which helps prevent heat escaping from junctions in the
building fabric avoiding condensation, saving energy and mitigating fuel poverty and
associated carbon emissions from a cold bridge.
• PHPP (Passive House Planning Package) which uses the specific climate where a design
is situated, building geometry, assembly specifications, the heating, cooling, ventilation,
lighting and all other energy uses.
• Early Stage Overheating Risk Tool to identify key overheating risk factors and possible
mitigation measures.
• Diagnostic Airtightness testing to show unwanted air leakage and how to reduce it
before the compliance test required by the Building Regulations. Leakage leads to
uncontrolled heat loss/gain and can impact upon a building’s SAP assessment and EPC
rating.
• Thermography to determine potential air leakage, insulation gaps, thermal bridges and
moisture within the building fabric not visible to the naked eye.
• Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) which is part of assessing the efficiency of buildings in
providing a comfortable and healthy environment for occupants. Our approach
integrated the Building Use Studies (BUS) methodology, standard social housing
occupant surveys and an approach designed specifically for this project by Cardiff
Metropolitan University, based on previous POE experience and current literature
around POE.
With Build Test Solutions we explored the applicability of two novel BPE methods. Firstly,
Smart HTC - a low-cost algorithm-driven web service application combining smart meter
energy, temperature and weather data to determine the whole fabric performance and
provide a heat transfer coefficient (HTC) - the industry standard measure of space heating
demand and a good indicator of fabric performance. Secondly, the Pulse air permeability
measurement system test which assesses air leakage in buildings in a quicker and less
disruptive manner than the more familiar ‘blower door’ test.

4.4.8 BPE Guidance
We employed the Good Homes Alliance to create, with the help of the project team and a
wide stakeholder group, industry guidance. There is little BPE routinely undertaken beyond
the need for regulatory compliance. A step change is needed if we are to improve the
performance of our homes, to transition towards net zero carbon while keeping them
comfortable, healthy and enjoyable for inhabitants. This guidance has therefore been
produced to encourage this step-change. It is primarily intended to empower clients and
their consultants to adopt BPE but is relevant to the whole housing supply chain. It covers
all the methods explored in the project but includes other critical aspects outside the
current scope of this phase of our research. Specific reference is made to timber
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construction where appropriate. The guidance considers 3-levels of BPE activity - regulatory
compliance, Core BPE (recommended) and Detailed BPE (where specific problems have
occurred). The guidance provides checklists for key BPE actions at the design, construction,
handover and occupation stages of a project. The guidance had a ‘soft’ launch in September
2020.

4.4.9 Understanding Embodied Carbon
Embodied carbon emissions are the total of all greenhouse gas emissions (or carbon
emissions) associated with materials and construction processes throughout the whole life
of a building. These emissions arise from the energy and industrial processes used in the
processing, manufacture and transportation of the materials, products and components
required to construct, maintain and refurbish a building, as well as deconstruction, disposal
and end of life aspects. It does not include operational carbon (emissions that arise from
the energy used to operate the building e.g. heating, cooling etc).
If we only consider operational carbon emissions, we miss a significant decarbonisation
opportunity. And we risk increasing whole life carbon emissions by reducing operational
carbon emissions. Combining an analysis of both embodied and operational carbon
determines the total or Whole Life Carbon emissions associated with a building from cradle
to cradle as shown in the following diagram.

Embodied carbon emissions are currently entirely unregulated and yet account for an
increasingly high proportion of total carbon emissions. The majority of embodied carbon
emissions are created before a building is occupied (practical completion) - and referred to
as Upfront Carbon. By way of contrast, all operational carbon emissions are released over
the lifetime of the building and are therefore inherently uncertain. DEFRA data shows that a
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kilogram (kg) of carbon dioxide (CO2) saved over the next 5 years has a greater
environmental value than a kg saved in say 10 or more years’ time1 . We believe that in the
context of a climate emergency verifiable emissions mitigated ‘today’ are worthy of as much
regulatory focus as predicted operational carbon saved ‘tomorrow’.
The carbon emissions associated with the manufacture of a construction product can be
extracted from an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD). These are documents
(normally third party verified) provided by product manufacturers. The creation of EPDs is
underpinned by multiple European standards and measurement rules for different
construction product categories. Where an EPD is unavailable, there are databases
containing generic impact data for products and construction elements. There are an
increasing number of design tools that draw upon specific product data to enable the
calculation of embodied carbon. These tools are reviewed in guidance we have developed
(see below).

4.4.10 Embodied Carbon: What we did
Case studies
We created case study examples of embodied carbon calculations on different housing
schemes across Wales undertaken at different stages of the construction process and using
three different decision support tools (eTool, EcoLab and OneClickLCA. These tools are
designed to simplify Whole Life Carbon calculations at all RIBA stages from concept design
to handover. These can be viewed on the map created specifically to showcase these
developments.
Embodied Carbon Guidance
We employed ConstructionLCA and the Alliance for Sustainable Building Products (ASBP) to
develop guidance for social housing providers and their consultants. There is little
embodied carbon analysis currently undertaken in housing. A step-change is needed if we
are to achieve the target of zero-carbon by 2050. We created the guidance to encourage
and support this step change. It is intended to empower social housing clients and their
consultants to adopt embodied carbon reduction strategies and to support measurement
and verification. The voluntary adoption of this guidance should provide the evidence
required to enable future policy, such as the setting of mandatory emissions targets. A ‘soft
launch of the guidance took place in October 2020.

4.5 Work Package 4: Timber manufacturing - Better local manufacturing
This work package focussed on the role of the timber frame manufacturing sector which is
the foundation of the Wales’ low carbon, offsite manufacturing industry. It was led by BM
TRADA and a team of four: Robin Lancashire (Senior Technical Consultant), Lewis Taylor
(Technical Consultant), Adam Moring (Technical Timber Consultant) and Gavin Fidler
(Technical Consultant).
Timber frame companies are best placed to take a leading role in the transformation of
manufactured zero carbon housing. Within this context, our focus has been upon

1 UKGBC & Crown Estate (2015). Tackling Embodied Carbon in Buildings. London, UKGBC.
https://www.ukgbc.org/sites/default/files/Tackling%20embodied%20carbon%20in%20buildings.pdf
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understanding how to support the development of the Welsh timber frame manufacturing
sector and the timber component supply chains (such as joinery products) in a way that
encourages more collaborative approaches. In this way, through the project we have aimed
to foster greater understanding between manufacturers and housing clients and help coordinate the evolution of a more standardised product-based supply. The social housing
development programme allows the opportunity to develop this ‘Next Normal’.

4.5.1 Timber Manufacturing - What we did
We undertook a survey and visits to timber frame manufacturers to better understand the
current state of the industry in offsite timber frame manufacturing in Wales. An incomplete
understanding would have made the creation of tools and strategies to support growth very
difficult. We also undertook a series of structured interviews with housing association
clients and contractors to better understand their views on timber construction with a
particular focus on the question of standardisation.
We also created a series of specification guidance tools for timber cladding, timber windows
and wood fibre insulation based upon learning from our events and our technical support
on exemplar housing projects.
In addition, we created guidance to address feedback from clients and contractors that the
performance and delivery speed benefits of timber frame are often not realised. This
guidance is aimed at clients, their appointed architect and main contractors on how to get
the most out of timber construction. As far as we are aware, this is the first-time guidance of
this kind has been produced for the construction sector.
As part of the project we created a Welsh Timber Frame manufacturers group to encourage
and facilitate sector collaboration. At time of writing this group meets once a month online
and consists of Ashdown Construction Group, Castleoak, Fforest Timber Engineering,
Kenton Jones, Lowfield Timber Frames, PYC Construction, Roe Timberframe, SO Modular,
and Williams Homes.

4.6 Work Package 5: Forestry – More and better home-grown timber
In other work packages the project looked at the impact of demand for timber on the
production of social housing and this work package concentrated on the supply of this
timber and the capacity of Welsh forests and processors to deliver what’s required. It was
led by Coed Cymru with Gareth Davies (Director), Graham Hilton (consultant) and Dylan
Jones (Project Manager)

4.6.1 Forestry and timber - What we did
By way of an introduction to this part of the project’s work it’s useful to summarise the
arguments for the strategic development of Welsh forestry in terms of both quantity and
value which have been well rehearsed.
•

The environmental case is built upon the declared Climate Emergency and the
imperative for a scale of rapid decarbonisation which demands unprecedented
transformation of all aspects of our society. Trees both remove carbon from the
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•

•

•

•

atmosphere and timber displaces higher carbon alternatives in construction and other
markets.
The economic case is built upon the current and likely future demand for timber and the
associated suitability of the Welsh natural environment for highly productive plantation
forestry. In the absence of subsidies, the evidence from multiple studies demonstrate
that sheep farming is not economically viable, whereas forests that generate income
from carbon credits and timber production are (albeit with pump priming public
investment). Furthermore, Wales is geographically well placed to supply added-value
wood-based products into the English market.
The moral case is also compelling. Should policies and subsidies continue to encourage
high-carbon emitting land use options that actively prevent re-forestation whilst we
condemn de-forestation overseas? Given the UK’s position as the second largest global
importer of timber, it is worth stating that we do not view natural colonisation of land
(through, for example, land abandonment) as a morally justifiable or strategically
desirable option for Wales (other than for geographically limited and highly specific and
well managed biodiversity experiments and amenity projects).
However, the social and cultural case for building a Welsh wood economy is less straight
forward. As with the challenge of becoming carbon neutral, a rapid change in land-use
can be expected to meet considerable opposition. Wales is currently a grazing nation
and a steel nation not a forest and timber nation. This has recently been illustrated by
the Welsh Government’s commitment to use sheep wool in public buildings (which will
do nothing to increase the value of Welsh sheep) and discussions around investment in
TATA, the steel producer.
In addition to these arguments, the public has strong opinions on how the natural
environment should look: the tree-bordered field containing grazing sheep and cows,
the pastoral landscape of our childhood. In that sense the coniferous forest landscape is
alien. On the other hand, as the impact of climate change becomes increasingly evident
over the next decade, the ‘Overton window’ – this is the range of policies politically
acceptable to the mainstream population at a given time - will open wider. It goes
without saying that the social and cultural challenges will need to be overcome in an
equitable manner, if Wales is going to succeed as a low carbon economy.

The research focused on the desire to understand how the transition to a wood economy
could be enabled and accelerated. To better understand the barriers to doing this, we
supported the use of timber products in social housing projects throughout Wales. The
exemplar housing projects can be viewed here.
We also:
• created a timber audit tool to better understand the quantity, grade and source of
timber used in housing.
• worked with Bangor University in reviewing their Climate Smart Woodlands project to
explore future land-use change options.
• worked with Foundational Economy Research to explore how the sector could become
more purposefully aligned for the greater benefit of Wales. This collaboration resulted in
the Serious About Green report which proposed the role for a coordinating agency.
• through our events and workshops, inspired social housing providers to become
interested in investing in Forestry.
• explored the relative climate change mitigation benefits of conservation forestry and
coniferous forestry. A draft paper has been submitted to Nature.
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considered how private investment and payment for carbon (offsetting) can better play a
role in forest establishment and in stimulating the demand for Welsh timber products
and collaborated with a US based organisation on a carbon offset pilot project.
• produced a report titled ‘The Role of our Own Conifer Forests for Building a sustainable
Society in Wales’.
•

4.7 Work Package 6: Demonstration
This work package had two elements: a net-zero carbon building solution and a skills and
training project.

4.7.1 A Net-Zero Carbon Building Solution
Following the Project evaluation and considering some current advances in Modern
Methods of Timber Construction and Whole Life Carbon thinking, we worked with Powys CC
to follow a different approach to that originally envisaged. Rather than design and build a
physical dwelling an alternative approach was agreed. It aimed to develop a systemised
approach based on fabric first principles – maximising the performance of the building
components and materials first and also employing a Whole Life Carbon approach. The aim
was to design a net Zero Timber Solution and how it might be employed to maximise the
carbon capture, use and storage impacts demanded by Welsh Government.
A brief was prepared to help develop the Home-Grown House. A competitive exercise drew
interest from a wide group of architects and design practices. Rob Thomas of Hiraeth
Architecture (then R+M) was appointed and a project team was assembled which
incorporated experts in the field of construction. A conscious decision was taken to start at
RIBA Stage 0 – the strategic definition stage – and to ‘unpick then reassemble’ the original
brief. A series of early workshops were held to find the right questions which would guide
the team’s investigations. A consequence was that the UK Green Building Councils zero
carbon framework provided a valuable guide to underpin the research. It considered
embodied carbon in the timber (and potentially wood fibre); operational carbon (using a
performance-based approach); renewables and offsetting.
The original plan was that a refined and detailed technically resolved ‘system’, would form
the primary output of the project. This would be tested and modelled in terms of energy
performance and embodied carbon as a 2-bed 4-person house type. This single ‘system’
would be supported by quantified data and design recommendations to demonstrate the
capability to deliver a ‘Net Zero Carbon’ model. Any such refined ‘system’ would be offered
and available as an open source solution for manufacturers and specifiers alike. As a result
of consultation, timber frame manufacturers questioned whether this approach would
generate the uptake and acceptance – buy-in – from the industry that would warrant
focussing on a single approach. As a result, the Project’s Steering Group agreed that the
focus should be on the development of a detailed performance specification describing
thermal, structural, and carbon performance requirements of five timber-based, MMC, low
carbon solutions. The approach was presented for the first time at a WoodBUILD Autumn
webinar in October.
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4.7.2 A Skills and Training Project
The aim of this part of the project was to identify opportunities to support skills and training
within the supply chain. In order to achieve this, we undertook a programme of secondary
research combined with interviews with key organisations in the sector. The context is one
of change, as the industry is called upon to respond to a different set of priorities, moving
towards a low carbon future and the need to develop the skills needed to deliver it. Three
specific objectives were identified:
• examine traineeship provision and identify opportunities to support new entrants into
the supply chain (forestry, timber, manufacturing and housing);
• examine leadership programmes and identify opportunities to support leadership
development within the sectors of the supply chain; and
• identify opportunities to embed new learning gained through the project within the
curricula at Schools, Colleges and Universities.

4.8 Work Package 7: Knowledge exchange and dissemination
The project was launched in Cardiff in June 2018 by the then Welsh housing minister
Rebecca Evans AM at the national timber conference, WoodBUILD, organised by
Woodknowledge Wales. Workshop events were held on timber cladding, timber windows
and wood fibre insulation. Updates to the project were provided at WoodBUILD 2019 in
Bangor (event report). A project website (www.hgh.cymru) was established and regular
project updates and bulletins were published.
Following the first project review further personnel and funding resources were assigned to
this work package and a marketing and communications expert with experience in the
timber industry was recruited. A communications review identified key messages/platforms
across different stakeholders to ensure key learning was captured and communicated
effectively. A stakeholder map was produced to help deliver the key messages and learning
from the project.
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Engagement with the supply chain was extensive. Some of the key data related to project
key performance indicators is summarised in the table below:
CSDS – 81186: RDP 16.2: Home Grown Homes Supply Chain Development Study

Performance Indicator

Project Targets

Total as at 31 December 2020

Number of co-operation
operations supported

Target number: 6 Pilot
construction projects
supported

7

Number of information
dissemination actions /
promotional and/or
marketing activities
undertaken

Target number: 12

Total Number: 22 - 2 client events (Wales
& West & Pobl), 8 supply chain events
(Cladding, Windows and insulation), 12
Conferences (WoodBUILD 2018/2019,
CHC 2018, CIAT Cymru event 2018,
Passivhaus Conf 2019, Housing and
WBFGA event 2019, Better Buildings
Conference 2019, Woodfest Cardiff
2020, Meet the Buyer events in Powys
2018/19)

6 client/architect CPD
events
3 supply chain CPD
events
3 national conferences

Number of jobs created

Target number: 3
Employed in delivering
the project

Total public expenditure
for training / skills

Target number: £200,000

Number of feasibility
studies

Target number: 3

Number of stakeholders
engaged

Target number: 300

2 Full time: David Hedges and Diana
Waldron
6 Part Time: Gary Newman (4/5), Dainis
Dauksta (1/5), Ceri Loxton (3/5),
Christiane Lellig (2/5), James Moxey (2/5),
Graham Hilton & Dylan Jones (1/5)
£200,000

Amount of project costs
dedicated to training
including salaries and
external suppliers
Potential studies include,
construction project
specific study, training
and skills centre,
innovation centre,
manufacturing centre
Engaged across all
project activities but
mainly through pilot
projects, events and
training

5 - Timber Windows, Carbon Storage
Contract, Standard spec for Council
house building programme (WP6), HA
investment in tree planting and role for a
consolidator.

WoodBUILD 2018 (110), WoodBUILD
2019 (108), Building Element Knowledge
Events (270), Guidance workshops (65),
Newsletter (1,600), twitter (1,250),
Webinar delegates (350), Podcast
downloads (450)

The coronavirus affected all of the face-to-face events planned from March 2020 which all
moved to become virtual. The WoodBUILD 2020 Conference morphed into a series of 12
Webinars and 4 Podcasts on project related themes. Three specification tools were written,
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designed and published on cladding, windows and insulation and two client events were
held with housing associations.

5

FINDINGS
The principal work packages on this project are 3,4,5 and 6 and this section of the report
outlines what we’ve learned from all of the work we have carried out.

WORK PACKAGE 3: HOUSING - BETTER TIMBER HOMES
5.1 State of the Nation Review
The comprehensive Building Performance Network State of the Nation review (which is
available on the Woodknowledge Wales website), carried out by Oxford Brooks University
and supported by Woodknowledge Wales (along with BEIS and the NHBC), considered all
the available BPE studies in the UK covering a total of 826 homes of which just over 10%
were Passivhaus. Some of the most relevant findings for our research included:
• Masonry dwellings had the highest performance gap indicating that more manufactured
solutions achieve higher performance.
• Thermal weakness at openings appeared endemic with poor performance issues of
doors and/or windows identified in 84% of the project sites.
• Differences between design and measured air permeability was negligible in Passivhaus
certified homes but considerable in non-Passivhaus homes.
• Almost half of the project sites showed thermal bridge failures.

5.2 On Building Performance – what have we learned?
Diana Waldron, Research Associate at Cardiff Met University has reached some interim
conclusions about using some of these methods – a three-month extension has been
granted to allow this element of the project to be finished. There is complexity, expense and
time in carrying out some methods and additional data requirements which are not usually
part of a consultant’s commission. There are also issues of timing, when best to use a
method in order to be able to implement any project changes suggested by the method’s
outputs in design and construction. Similarly, some methods require a level of detailed
design at an earlier stage in the development process than is usually required. Other
methods are more straightforward to use and some offer real promise especially when
their application isn’t onerous, too demanding of data and relatively quick to complete. The
detailed findings from the use of these tools are set out in the report prepared by Cardiff
Met University.

5.3 Embodied carbon analysis - What have we learned?
Eilidh Forster carried out the analysis of embodied carbon on a number of projects and she
reached a number of conclusions about analysis of this kind.
• Tools - There is a growing number of design tools on the market designed to simplify the
calculation of whole life carbon in buildings - all tools calculate both embodied carbon
and operational carbon i.e. whole life carbon.
• Skills - Specialist knowledge of life cycle assessment (LCA) is not required to use the
software or understand and utilise the results to improve design - as part of the project
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•

•

•

•

•

Eilidh trialled EtoolLCD and found this to be true for the main purpose of reducing
embodied carbon in design. The trade-off of a simplified system is loss of data
transparency. However, this is not considered to be an issue for most users.
Knowledge - Although specialist LCA knowledge is not required, good knowledge of
building design and construction is needed. Indeed, for the tool to provide maximum
benefit, building designers should be using this tool from project conception and prior to
submitting planning permission, at which point a design becomes largely fixed. The tool
should be used while key design decisions can still be influenced (without incurring
significant additional cost or project delay, as may be the case later in the process).
Calculations can be carried out with minimal data requirements (for example using
concept design drawings or simple specifications such as building footprint, structure
type, number of floors etc.) to compare different early design concepts (e.g. terraces vs
semi-detached, different form factors, different areas per occupant, different structural
materials or render finishes). Assumptions can be made for any unknown design
specifications at each stage. Then as the design progresses, increasing levels of detail
and accuracy can be used. Material inventory data can be extracted from architect
drawings, bill of quantities, BIM, EPDs, as they become available. The more accurate the
data input into the software, the more accurate the results.
Value - The strength of tools such as EtoolLCD is not the absolute embodied carbon
value calculated for a structure but the relative embodied carbon values of design
alternatives being considered within a project at each stage of the design process. This is
what drives down embodied carbon for that project. Different tools may use different
data sources and may make slightly different data assumptions (e.g. relating to transport
of materials, wastage on site, recycling at end of life etc.) so consideration should be
given to this when comparing your design to a benchmark that has been calculated by
others and/or using a different tool.
Interpretation - Results presented in EtoolLCD allow the user to identify materials which
contribute most to the embodied carbon impact and enables them to compare
alternative specifications. It also enables comparison with benchmark designs (for
example a previous structure designed by the user).
Types of carbon - Etool doesn’t explicitly separate embodied carbon from operational
carbon in its results reports but these can be calculated manually by adding up the
emissions from relevant life cycle modules. In its reporting, EtoolLCD currently
amalgamates emissions from some life stages (C3 and D4) when presenting results. This
is generally not a problem for users since most are only interested in the overall impact
and not concerned with the impacts in every single life cycle module separately.
Time - A significant investment in time (perhaps a week or more) is required for the user
to familiarise themselves with the software and its functionality. The software is free
(though a subscription is payable to access additional features and user support) and its
interface was not found to be particularly intuitive or slick. We found the first project
took a number of days because the library of materials and modules within the software
are not named using standard convention (and many of them use Australian
terminology, which can differ from British terminology) so it is not always easy to identify
the materials you are looking for. Buildings that use standard materials and design
specifications can be modelled very quickly but if your project uses non-standard
materials or specifications then modification of library templates or even creation or new
library templates may be required. This can be time consuming, especially for novice
users. However, when familiar with the software and after you have created/modified
templates once, you can reuse them in future projects. This makes modelling of new
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projects extremely quick and easy – a project could be modelled in as little as an hour or
two if minimal modifications are needed.
• Targets and thresholds - Based on the Llanbedr Case Study, buildings with timber frame
structures (replacing brick/block/steel) can easily meet the RIBA 2030 embodied carbon
target. Whilst this encourages the specification of timber frame, which is a beneficial
thing, if specifying timber frame alone is enough to achieve the target, it doesn’t
necessarily have the desired impact of driving down embodied carbon in all aspects of
building design or of driving innovation and continuous improvement in the sector.
Designers should consider this RIBA 2030 figure not as a target but as a threshold,
above which it can’t exceed, and aspire to reaching as close to zero as possible. This is
where the use of tools such as EtoolLCD are invaluable. A project can compete against
itself and give designers insight into which aspects of design achieve the best
environmental results, driving best practice and continuous improvement in the sector.
The outputs from this work package are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BPN State of the Nation Review
Reports by Build Test Solutions on airtightness and building fabric
Report by Cardiff Metropolitan University on Thermal 3D Modelling
Report by Cardiff Metropolitan University on Thermography?
Report by Cardiff Metropolitan University on Overheating Risk Assessment
Building Performance Evaluation Guidance
Embodied Carbon Guidance and an associated briefing

WORK PACKAGE 4: TIMBER MANUFACTURING
5.4 The state of the sector
Our research importantly confirmed what we already knew. The construction industry has
shown itself to be remarkably resistant to change. Productivity growth remains low, margins
low, supply chains fragmented and adversarial, skills shortages are set to get worse. If that
wasn’t enough of a challenge we can now add the need to deliver Net Zero Whole Life
Carbon Housing. It is almost inconceivable that the current ad-hoc approach to housing
delivery can survive within a likely future regulatory framework demanding proof of
performance from both an operational energy and whole life carbon perspective. The costs
and risks associated with one-off approaches will simply be too high.
Our research took place against a context of increasing interest in and funding of initiatives
in offsite manufacturing as way of responding to these challenges.
We take the view that the shift from ‘manufacturing for a particular design’ to ‘designing for
a particular manufacturing method’ is profound and requires significant disruption to all
aspects of the construction process. There is huge cultural and institutional inertia to this
transformation. Overcoming this inertia will require both sustained policy attention but also
and some degree of standardisation if offsite manufacturing to develop. Our research
suggests that you need both a standardised output (a pattern book) and a product-based
approach to manufacturing which was explored further as part of the Zero Carbon Build
Solution element of our research.
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The Welsh social housing sector is highly receptive to offsite housing and manufacturers are
enthusiastic about increasing the proportion of offsite activity and as such are actively
pursuing in house technical approaches. However, for manufacturers to embrace
manufacturing to common standards will require very clear articulation of the benefits.
Our work suggests that a top-down approach to standardisation driven by governments or
housing clients, is unlikely to succeed. One reason for this is that suppliers will offer what
they know, and compete principally on price.
Within this context, our focus is upon understanding how to support the development of
the Welsh timber frame manufacturing sector and the timber component supply chains
(such as joinery products) in a way that encourages more collaborative approaches. In this
way, we aim to foster greater understanding between manufacturers and housing clients
and help co-ordinate the evolution of a more standardised product-based supply. The
social housing development programme allows us the opportunity to develop this ‘Next
Normal’.
After all, the timber frame manufacturing sector is the foundation of the Wales’s low carbon,
offsite manufacturing industry. Timber frame companies are therefore best placed to take a
leading role in the transformation of manufactured zero carbon housing.
So, the additional challenge from the perspective of the Welsh manufacturing base is to
ensure that as the shift to offsite manufactured housing (and inevitable standardisation that
this implies) gathers pace, how do our relatively small manufacturing companies survive and
thrive? The challenge is to support this in a way that enables them to provide mainstream,
market-leading solutions for social housing contracts in Wales, and to capture market share
elsewhere, particularly in England. This will allow them to continue to make and supply a
range of bespoke and tailored solutions for the self-build market and to produce their own
branded timber frame products/systems as well as producing frames for the private
housebuilders.
Timber frame has been embraced by social housing providers in Wales. The Structural
Timber Association estimates that 50% of social housing in Wales is accounted for by timber
frame (with figures for England of 40%, Scotland 80% and 30% in Northern Ireland). Timber
frame construction is almost universally platform frame, where walls are erected first and
then platform floors bear onto them. Upper storey walls bear onto this platform deck.
Factory produced “Open panel” wall frames of studs, rails, sheathing and breather
membrane are fabricated into large panels for delivery and erection on site. Floor cassettes,
manufactured in a similar way are often used to reduce work on site.
Open panel remains the most common system which has many benefits including an
approach to moisture control, where the panels can be insulated once the external frame
of the building, including roof, has been installed. There are the beginnings of a movement
towards greater offsite manufacturing. Typically, the first step is to pre-insulate open panels.
This can then be followed by fully closed panels with membranes, service zones, services
and linings also possible. It is also possible to factory-fit external windows and doors to
closed panels to enable manufacturers to offer wind and water-tight solutions for
subsequent fit out.
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It is clear that the value available for manufacturers increases with increased levels of offsite
manufacturing. This is recognised by the manufacturers. However, there are many
countervailing forces that slow down the shift to offsite and if we are to address inertia in
the supply chain and accelerate the transformation to offsite construction a series of
barriers need to be overcome:

5.5 Procurement
“Procurement is not fit for purpose” is a quote which could be attributed to any number of
people we spoke to in the course of our research. Procurement is based upon risk
mitigation and this is typically borne by the main contractor via a design and build contract.
From the perspective of the timber frame manufacturers this risk transference continues
even when the tender is loaded in favour of quality over price. The successful main
contractor, for example, disaggregates their liability into discrete risk parcels passed onto
various sub-contractors. The timber frame manufacturer is one of the sub-contractors who
takes part in a competition with other manufacturers based on presenting lowest financial
expenditure. The expert offsite manufacturers, with a proven track record of delivering
high-value precision engineered low-carbon timber products are then squeezed on price in
a competitive race to the bottom.
This raises a fundamental question: does this deliver the outcomes we need? The
manufacturers, that should be at the heart of the ‘offsite revolution’, are squeezed to the
periphery and yet monetary savings, efficiency and quality gains are rarely fully realised.
The bold and pioneering Welsh Government Innovative Housing Programme has shown
that better outcomes are possible with the prevailing contractual models remaining largely
in place. But, from a manufacturers perspective these remain ad-hoc one-off projects and
not yet part of the mainstream. A manufacturing culture requires repetition, feedback and
learning. The design and build contract, at least as most commonly manifested, simply does
not allow that level of continuity of relationship required for manufacturing to evolve, thrive
and become the norm.
Compounding this, each social housing scheme is viewed as being unique and therefore its
procurement and delivery prevents any real learning opportunity – there’s little repetition
from which to capture improvement potential which can be fed back into the next project.
And the culture of single stage design and build tendering to a limited number of
contractors shows no sign of overcoming too many examples of contractual claims,
disputes, administration and liquidation.
Coupled with this, commercial sensitivity effectively renders collective learning amongst
housing associations and local authorities illusory – this prevents the sharing of knowledge
and experience from which everyone could gain a benefit. As a result, every development
project has the potential to make the same mistakes, fashion workarounds and accept
compromises. And it’s in no one’s interest to admit to error or failure. Clients want to
impress funders and commissioners that they know what they’re doing so they can
continue to be zoned and to gain access to subsidy. Contractors and consultants want to
show they are capable so they can continue to be invited to tender and win contracts. Client
development staff don’t want their asset managers and maintenance staff to challenge
them on the quality of what’s been delivered for them to maintain. There’s no collective
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sector-wide looking back and learning – everyone is focussed on the next job, next
programme, next tranche of finance. So we have to engender a move away from ‘bespoke
is best’.
Standardisation doesn’t mean everything will look the same either – one of the concerns of
social housing consumers is that they’ll live in homes that looks like social housing and often
face the stigma that leads to.
The construction sector is dominated by main contractors. Yet for the offsite revolution to
progress as predicted and desired, value capture must flow towards specialist
manufacturing and away from general contracting.
Ad-hoc responses to this problem are emerging and we’ve discovered examples in our
research that include the following:
• Main contractors have developed timber frame subsidiaries and vice-versa.
• Procurement frameworks are emerging and have the potential to provide a hub for
knowledge and sector coordination, but their focus is currently elsewhere on cost and
risk management.
• Some clients are effectively creating their own bespoke frameworks to enable them to
build relationships with the main contractor which increases confidence and unlocks
investment
• Housing Associations are exploring entering the timber frame manufacturing sector as
providers. In partnership/JVs with others?
These approaches are interesting, but from the perspective of the strategic development of
manufacturing, they are disconnected and inadequate. To achieve the high-performance,
low carbon, offsite manufactured Welsh solutions we seek we need to follow a different
path. This requires an approach that puts manufacturers at the start of the process of
housing delivery and not at the end. Better routes to procurement through partnering and
two-stage tendering could be encouraged. Welsh Government, by regulating standards in
development and through their subsidy can catalyse this shift, and help to put Welsh
manufactured timber products and systems into the position where they can dominate on
both quality and price in other regions. The other incentive which Government can offer is
certainty of future subsidy for a period of years – so social housing developers can make
the investment in plant, machinery and people required to establish off-site solutions.

5.6 Knowledge, Training and Skills
Although changes to the procurement approach must be at the heart of the
transformation, it is not the only challenge. We discovered that knowledge was patchy in
terms of the performance benefits of timber products and systems amongst clients and
their design teams.
This lack of knowledge is highlighted by an emphasis upon a design-led approach, where
the cost and performance benefits that should flow from manufacturing were rarely
realised. Bespoke designs required inefficient bespoke manufacturing. Communication
between clients and manufacturers needs to be improved providing better opportunities
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for feedback and learning. The potential cost, speed and performance benefits of an
effective manufactured solution can then be realised.
Manufacturers struggle to find the people with the skills they need across all disciplines;
from digital design, factory production and on-site erection. Training is college-led rather
than manufacturer-led. Timber frame manufacturers have undertaken periods of marketdriven research that lead to innovative precision engineered, low carbon build solutions
that are delivered to clients. Colleges struggle to stay abreast of these innovations and often
lack the necessary learning facilities. A key priority for Colleges is to offer courses that
students want to study rather than what manufacturers necessarily require – a
misalignment that industry must resolve by making careers more attractive. The result is a
skills gap with the types of multi-skilled employee required by manufacturers not available.
There is also a digital deficit, with few manufacturers being asked for, or using BIM (Building
Information Modelling). The implementation of lean approaches to manufacturing is also
patchy; a serious weakness in what should be a high-value industry, minimising waste.
Therefore, the necessary shift from building houses to manufacturing homes is in part a
challenge of culture.

5.7 Insurers, lenders and warranty providers
There is a widespread belief amongst insurers that building with timber increases risks,
particularly those perceived risks associated with the combustible nature of timber
materials and moisture ingress during and post-construction. There is however a
widespread and growing understanding amongst some insurers that to meet Wales’ climate
change commitments we need to build with timber. So those risks whether real or
perceived need to be addressed.
Open panel timber frame has been around for a long time and the risks have largely been
addressed by the industry. Underwriters, being data driven, have enough information to
effectively assess and put a value upon any risk. However, for more recent more
manufactured approaches such as closed panel or cross laminated timber (CLT), or the use
of wood fibre insulation, there is limited data and therefore higher perceptions of risk.
There is widespread evidence that clients are currently being put off building medium to
high-rise homes with timber following the Grenfell Tower fire and the subsequent enquiry.
Whilst timber was not a material used in building of the Grenfell Tower, the timber industry
has been caught in the regulator’s and underwriter’s crosshairs. The fact that fire safety
should be a question of science, evidence and risk seems to have been superseded by an
irrational and simplistic focus on combustibility. After all, fire doors are made from precision
engineered timber, tested and verified so that they hold back smoke and flames in order for
occupants to leave buildings safely in a timely manner.
It is inevitable that demands for ever higher standards, particularly with respect to
delivering net zero whole life carbon buildings, will necessitate standardisation. The costs of
the measurement, testing and warranties, including for safety, will become too high for ad
hoc approaches.
It’s also not all about regulations or underwriters. Societal expectations are also changing.
The harsh working conditions traditionally associated with onsite building are increasingly
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seen as unacceptable. So too, is the adversarial and macho culture endemic in onsite
building. And the industry’s health and safety record make it a career choice with very little
appeal for young people – advancing the average age profile of workers.
In summary, these constraints and barriers will largely be overcome by a more co-ordinated
approach to product standardisation, a collaborative approach to procurement and a
commitment to manufacturer led skills development. We have explored the dynamics of the
manufacturing sector through a series of structured interviews with clients, contractors and
the timber frame sector. It is clear that a manufacture-led approach will reduce risks and
costs and enable delivery of high-performance net zero whole life carbon buildings. Greater
standardisation is a central feature for this approach to be affordable and deliverable. A
collaborative approach will ensure that the standardisation taking place within
manufacturers will also flow between manufacturers.
We now turn our attention on how to ensure that the Welsh forestry and timber supply
chain is aligned with the demands of this offsite timber manufacturing sector to maximise
the social, environmental and economic benefit to Wales.
The outputs from this work package are:
Survey reports (from surveys of TFMs, contractors and clients)
• Making the Right Choices report – a guide to improving the quality of New Build Timber
Frame Housing
• A comparison of a Passivhaus specification with current common timber frame practice
•

WORK PACKAGE 5: FORESTRY – MORE AND BETTER HOME-GROWN
TIMBER
5.8 Demand for Timber
By working with housing associations and their supply chains, we have inspired a switch to
OSM timber frame for building fabric, to manufactured timber products (for structure,
insulation, windows, and external cladding) to Welsh manufacturing and to the use of
home-grown timber. In doing this we have gained first-hand knowledge of the practical
challenges. We have communicated the learning from these exemplar housing projects and
from our workshops through industry focused specification guidance. The implementation
and use of these decision-making tools will extend the impact beyond the confines of the
current project.
We have created a timber audit process for use by clients and their contractors to collect
data on the grade, source and quantity of timber used in current and future housing
projects. This template has been prototyped on Llanbedr and Callaughtons Ash social
housing projects and an updated version will be trialled by Powys CC on their Bowling Green,
Sarn, Clyro and Red Dragon developments. This timber audit can also be used to quantify
the amount of timber used and carbon sequestered for the purpose of calculating carbon
offsets. We have found that in a high timber house (e.g. Llanbedr) there is about 100kg
timber/m2 (GIFA). In a more standard timber frame block of flats (e.g. Croft Court) there is
about 50kg timber/m2 (GIFA).
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5.9 On Trees
In the Llanbedr housing example above, a typical 3-bed house of 88m2 requires 8.8 tonnes
of spruce timber. Using industry standard conversion factors this equates to approximately
20m3 of roundwood. Or 20 spruce trees harvested on a typical 40-year rotation. Or 1-years
growth of 1 ha of a typical Welsh Sitka spruce forest. If all Welsh harvested coniferous
roundwood was used for construction, there is sufficient coniferous timber harvested in
Wales to construct 80,000 houses like those at Llanbedr.

5.10 On Sequestered Carbon
A typical 3-bedroom dwelling (Llanbedr 88m2) stores approximately 16 tonnes of CO2 within
its fabric. Assuming a carbon value of £50 / tonne this equates to a value of £800. This is not
accounted for in the Woodland Carbon Code as all the carbon is assumed to have been
released from the tree upon harvest. In our Net Zero Whole Life Carbon housing standard
proposed earlier, this carbon is not accounted for in the Up-Front Carbon Calculation and
we believe can legitimately be used as a carbon offset in seeking to achieve net Zero. To put
this in perspective if we were to build 100 Llanbedr houses, the cost of forest establishment
(land and forest management) to offset whole life embodied and operational carbon would
be about £250,000 if timber stored in houses were used as an onsite offset, this would
reduce by £80,000.
What is critically important here, is to take account of not simply the whole life cradle to
grave flow of carbon, but more importantly the timing of the carbon flow as emissions
avoided today are simply much more important than emissions potentially avoided in the
future. The use of timber in construction represents carbon emissions avoided today.

5.11 Land Availability
Most people consider the Welsh uplands as the most appropriate location for afforestation
strategies. However, we worked with Bangor University in reviewing their 2-year Welsh
Government funded Climate Smart Woodland study which focused on Agricultural Land
Classification 3b (Land capable of producing moderate yields of a narrow range of crops,
principally cereals and grass or lower yields of a wider range of crops or high yields of grass
which can be grazed or harvested over most of the year). This land covers 551,277 ha in Wales
and is predominantly owned by Welsh farmers but may become sub-economic to farm in
the current manner post Brexit. It is estimated that this land would provide tree growth
rates approximately 20% (for Sitka spruce) higher than that currently achieved in the poorer
growing quality areas of Wales where coniferous forestry is mostly currently located (the
uplands).
It is worth noting that the chances of success in the transition to higher value markets is
greater when timber supplies are increasing. In that sense, coniferous afforestation is
perhaps a necessary enabler for Welsh ambition to transition to higher value markets and
the greater use of timber in construction.

5.12 The Investment Proposition for Farmers
Growing trees already makes economic sense to the longer-term institutional investors with
deep pockets. A laissez-faire approach to afforestation will likely mean the sale of Welsh
land to wealthy individuals and pension funds, especially given the anticipated post-BREXIT
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economic challenges likely to be faced by livestock farming. A key challenge in becoming a
successful forest nation is therefore to ensure that our woodlands are both expanded in
area and managed in a way that maximises the benefit to Welsh farmers, communities and
broader society. Directing investment, both public and private, into partnership with existing
farmers to plant a range of woodlands including,
crucially, those managed for timber production, will deliver the timber supply needed by
new housing and value-added industries, while offering them the opportunity and means to
adapt for the future.
We have undertaken an analysis of the current options available to farmers and are
proposing a new model that will attract private investment but avoid land transfer.

5.13 Value-Adding Investors
Forestry is considered a relatively safe place for long term investors. Welsh land is therefore
an attractive opportunity for pension funds and high net worth individuals. Through our
events and meetings, we have inspired Welsh housing associations to become interested in
investing in forestry either on their own or in joint ventures with owners of land. Particular
interest has been shown by Pobl, Wales and West Housing Association, Clwyd Alyn and Tai
Tarian.

5.14 Market Dynamics
We researched forest sector market dynamics to better understand how the sector can
transition to higher-value outputs and a more purposefully aligned approach. To inform our
understanding we worked with Foundational Economy Research Limited. This work is
presented in the ‘Serious about Green’ report and suggests a role for a coordinating
agency.
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A co-ordinating agency could be operated under public (e.g. NRW), private (a consolidator)
or intermediate (e.g. Coillte) sector governance. Given suitably aligned incentives, it might
even be possible for housing, manufacturing and forestry to ‘self-coordinate’ in a mutually
supporting manner. Keiretsu is a term for a system of corporate governance, common in
Japan, where businesses are linked together in common purpose through a system of
cross-shareholding.
In the context of the need for a coordinating function, the project and the Woodknowledge
Wales membership and wider network can be considered an experiment in coordination although not supported by regulation.
We also explored the potential role for a ‘consolidator’ as a private sector (or possibly
intermediate sector) coordinator in some detail.

5.15 Conservation Forestry
We explored the relative climate change mitigation benefits of conservation forestry and
coniferous forestry. In essence we found that the extra mitigation which can be achieved
from the forestry sector is approximately proportional to tree cover and yield class (rate of
growth). Not surprisingly high yield fast growing trees remove more carbon from the
atmosphere. The climate change mitigation potential is further improved by using timber in
long life construction products and applying circular economy principles to delay the
release of carbon for as long as possible.

5.16 Sawmilling
We placed a particular emphasis on understanding the sawmilling sector. Sawmills link the
trees to the markets. Government regulations control planting and forest management
practices. Local and national government regulations largely determine what we build and
where. However, privately owned sawmills decide what happens in between. Through visits
to sawmills of all scales throughout Wales and England we sought to better understand the
barriers to producing construction timber for volume house building.
Currently, the small quantity of Welsh timber (4% of harvest) that flows into UK construction
remains the preserve of large-scale processors such as Pontrilas Sawmills (near Hereford)
and BSW (near Newbridge on Wye in Powys). Given the highly competitive and globalised
nature of the structural timber market this is unlikely to change in the short term.
On the other hand, higher value joinery grade supplies could flow from medium size
sawmillers. As an example of sector coordination, we have bought together housing clients,
the joinery sector and a number of sawmills to explore production of fully certified timber
windows for social housing. Currently it is extremely difficult for Welsh manufacturers to
supply timber windows in the social housing market due to the prohibitive costs associated
with the Secured By Design (SBD) standard which must be met in order to receive the social
housing grant.
In publicly funded, heavily regulated markets such as social housing, opportunities for the
small-scale processors are likely to remain confined to isolated public sector incentivised
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social experiments. Whilst important and often highly innovative, these projects should not
be conflated with the large-scale industrial transformation we are exploring in this project.

5.17 On Knowledge and Understanding
In delivering this project we uncovered substantial enthusiasm amongst housing clients and
manufacturers for using Welsh timber. On the other hand, we came across a common and
pervasive opinion that Welsh timber is not fit for purpose for construction. This opinion was
rarely substantiated with robust evidence and the opinions when defended, tended to be
rooted in an understanding of how things once were and not how they are today. But this
lack of understanding is maybe not surprising given the following quote by a manufacturer:
‘What I don’t understand is why nobody has ever tried to sell me home-grown timber’
The reasons for the perceived lack of interest from sawmills relate to the timber frame
manufacturing industry not being the low hanging fruit for sawmillers who prefer to sell
direct to the volume house builders or into the merchant networks.
Nevertheless, in response to this lack of knowledge, we have created a report titled ‘The Role
of our Own Conifer Forests for Building a sustainable Society in Wales’.

WORK PACKAGE 6A - DEVELOPING A NET ZERO TIMBER BUILD
SOLUTION
5.18 Design solutions achieved
The progression of this study has followed a meandering route and whilst presented as a
summary report of progress to date this is considered a first stage requiring significant
further work. The project sought to establish a net zero carbon solution for Wales, but in
the course of development, five alternative proposals have been considered and remain
viable requiring further focused investigation. This should not be done in isolation, and
whilst the project to date has consulted actively with all parts of the industry, the next phase
of development must follow a multi-pronged attack• with industry specialists to develop a route map to market in terms of certification,
testing and warranty system approval including fire safety, thermal performance and
quality assurance
• with the timber supply chain to technically resolve, prototype, test and apply new and
evolved manufacturing and assembly proposals to develop one of more of the fabric
proposals, including identifying supply chain opportunities and constraints, assessing
build ability and advancement of off-site manufacturing opportunities, and identify
development requirements for training and infrastructure
• with the client base and design professionals to develop design thinking, identify training
and zero carbon design tools, and deliver beautiful zero carbon homes and spaces.
• with the funders to consider procurement and identify a pathway to developing a
connected, robust and fair supply chain that can deliver zero carbon housing at scale to
meet whole life cost and carbon objectives. To deliver these objectives will require
collaboration at a scale that is not common in the construction industry. But the
opportunity is huge.
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5.19 The key results
from this part of the work package are:
Minimise Embodied carbon:
• Achieving Targets is Challenging: We have modelled 5 advanced timber frame panels
which emit up-front carbon of less than 65kg CO2e/m2 and whole-life embodied carbon
of less than 150kg CO2e/m2.
• Focus on Up-Front Carbon: The most important time to reduce CO2 emissions is now.
Carbon emitted during construction (Up-Front Carbon) must be minimised.
• Timber helps us get there: Achieving up-front CO2 emissions of less than 300kg CO2e/m2
is challenging but can be achieved if high-value timber components are employed in the
manufacture and construction of housing.
• Consult then Procure: Clients should consult with the supply-chain to ensure that fabric
solutions can be delivered that achieve both embodied carbon and operational energy
targets.
Minimise Operational Energy Demand
• Integrate Energy Modelling into Design: We have re-modelled a typical 2-Bed, 4-person
home so that its Total Energy Use Intensity is less than 35 kWh/m2/yr and its Space
Heating Demand is designed to be less than 15 kWh/m2/yr.
• It’s in the Detail: RIBA’s 2030 target of a space heating demand of 15kWh/m2 is
challenging but can be achieved with a fabric U-Value of 0.1 in compact developments
(e.g. terracing) with a lower form factor (> than ?).
• High Form Factor comes at a Cost (Money and Carbon): Less compact designs (e.g.
bungalows, detached and semi-detached) have higher form factors so require either a
higher performing fabric (i.e. > 0.1) to achieve the desired 15 kWh/m2 or a higher rate of
energy to heat them.
• Maximise Solar Energy through Glazing: Rethinking the orientation of structures and
layouts including glazing allows us to maximise the use of the sun’s energy to heat our
homes. Our modelling shows benefits in the region of up to 3.5 kWh/m2 through
optimising orientation and layout.
Only Renewable Energy
• Energy Creation: Micro-renewables such as solar panels installed on a roof will create
energy that can be used to heat a home, to charge an electric vehicle or to sell energy to
the national grid. Solar panels also reduce the use of energy derived from burning fossil
fuels. They therefore have the potential to reduce CO2 emissions.
• Renewables also Emit CO2: There’s no such thing as clean energy – there is a carbon
footprint incurred in manufacturing and installing the panels and batteries, and like all
emerging technologies their predicted lifetime can be shorter (and thus have a higher
carbon footprint) than designed.
• Inefficiencies through SAP: SAP puts pressure on the use of renewables to achieve a high
EPC rating whilst the fabric performance (in terms of both embodied carbon and
operational energy demands) of that building may be neglected.
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Minimise the Performance Gap
• Joined up Thinking about Quality: A performance gap is created when the building stage
of a project (including manufacturing) deviates from the specification. There are ways in
which the performance gap can be minimised which includes ensuring a level of joined
up thinking between client, designer, main contractor, manufacturer(s), and any sub contracted businesses.
• Appoint a QA Tzar: The energy performance gap must be closed through the adoption of
a strict and contractually robust quality assurance system. It is crucial to identify a key
member of the team who can assure quality. One way to address this would be to
appoint an individual whose responsibility is to ensure quality at all levels including
monitoring final material choices, manufacturing processes, construction detailing, and
key performance characteristics such as levelling, airtightness, and moisture ingress. This
individual should be qualified and trained to analyse in detail the impact of any changes
and report deviations to the client. They should at least:
- Adopt post-occupancy evaluation to verify and disclose performance
- Measure energy consumption after at least 1 year of occupation and report building
annual peak energy demand
- Verify embodied carbon data and report average annual carbon content of the heat
supplied (Kg CO2 /kWh)
Offset to Below Zero
• Offset as a Last Resort: To achieve net-zero an offset is required but only after
everything has been done to reduce CO2 emissions.
• The Numbers: As an example, a development of 100 homes would emit approximately
8,000 tonnes of CO2, would store around 2,500 tonnes of carbon in the form of timber
products and would therefore need an offset planting scheme that captures the
remaining 5,500 tonnes. This is equivalent to a 30-hectare woodland containing a mix of
broadleaf and conifer.
• The Cost of Offsetting: Our modelling suggests an offset, through the creation of a
woodland designed and planted in line with the UK Forestry Standard would cost around
1.5% of development costs - and of course, the woodland is an asset that remains in the
ownership of those who funded it.

WORK PACKAGE 6B
5.20 There are three areas of action recommended: traineeships, leadership
and education support.
•

Traineeships - we propose a new model for the provision of traineeships tailored to the
specific needs of organisations across the housing, manufacturing and forest sector
where businesses work closely with their communities. This can build on the current
work of housing associations which see entry level skills and employment projects
working alongside contractors on new build and repair contracts. To deliver this new
approach some key objectives need to be achieved including the following:
- Design and run a pilot phase with industry partners to test and refine the approach
and so that it works for all sectors.
- Establish a delivery and governance team.
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•

Recruitment of participants through existing organisations with a specific focus on
community groups.
Develop a qualifications route for traineeships.
Develop and fund a skills and training programme

Leadership - we recommend that a leadership programme be developed across Wales
that allows senior members of staff within organisations in the demand and supply of
housing (and associated supply chains) to exchange knowledge and ideas. This would
allow staff to spend time within each other’s organisations learning from each other and
appreciating the challenges and opportunities that are available. We have analysed
leadership programmes in other economic sectors and summarized best practice. The
ambition is to support leadership development in the sector by developing greater
awareness and understanding between leaders. We have therefore developed an
outline proposal for a leadership hub providing services specific to the needs of our
Welsh supply chain.

We recommend an industry-led online programme be developed (webinars and online
tutorials) to provide webinars to senior staff within the housing sector focusing on the
delivery of net-zero whole life carbon.
The Forest Nation project established through foundational economy funding is ideally
placed to pilot this in collaboration with experts in the field.
•

Support for the Education Sector - an industry-led online programme should be
developed (webinars and online tutorials) to provide ‘teach-the-teacher’ sessions to FE
tutors. We believe Welsh Government should consider a capital investment programme
for the creation of dedicated facilities at every FE college across Wales to support
practical teaching of elements of the new City and Guilds apprenticeships that require
learning about timber based MMC. The particular focus here should be on capital
investment to support the hands-on, workshop-based teaching and assessment of
timber frame i.e. fabric first principles, open-panel construction, closed panel
construction as well as erection of both types of panel on-site. This will support the
development of industry-ready craftspeople for the future.

The outputs from this work package are:
Zero Carbon Homes: Zero Carbon Timber Solutions for Wales Report
- Zero Carbon Homes: Training and Leadership Programmes Report
-

WORK PACKAGE 7
5.21 The Project’s website
is the key tool for dissemination of the project and its results. The website includes this
report and also links to all of the project outputs. Views and number of visitors has
increased steadily since 2017 reaching more than 20,000 views in 2020, an increase of
almost 4,000 views since 2018. Numbers indicate a direct correlation between newsletter
send-outs and spikes in page visits, views and downloads of project related information.
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5.32 Newsletters
Bi-monthly e-newsletters were sent to over 1,600 email addresses. The format was adapted
to include a project update; an interview with an industry expert or representative across
housing, manufacture and forestry; an article on specific project learnings from the previous
quarter and/or a call for action to engage with the project, e.g. via upcoming events. The
results were:
• Average open rate was 20.4% (19% to 28% for individual e-shots)
• Average click rate: 4.1% ranging from 1.3% to 9.5% for individual e-shots
• Regular newsletters received better results than event invitations with repeat mails
performing least well. Newsletters featuring follow-up articles and interviews from ‘The
Big Debate’ discussion at WoodBUILD 2019 achieved the highest engagement rates.
• Habits: 20% of the audience opened and clicked through to newsletter content very
often, 15% did so sometimes, 63% rarely engaged with the newsletters. 65.5% read
newsletters on their desktops, 34.5% accessed them from mobile devices.
• Provenance: 75% of the audience was based in the UK and the top location of servers
was Cardiff.

5.33 Project Bulletin
These were an informal news bulletin, issued monthly via email to all project partners from
October 2019. The content included snippets of progress information to keep all partners
in the loop. Where appropriate they also included appeals for collaboration and support or
submission of information, surveys or polls for feedback. Results showed that starting with
steering group members and project partners, the circle of recipients grew through
snowballing via the existing audience; i.e. steering group members added colleagues from
their organisation who should be kept informed. Originally sent to 70 recipients its audience
had increased to more than 100 from across the three sectors.

5.34 Social Media
Various channels were used to promote the project and its objectives to a wider community
of stakeholders and encourage dialogue and interaction with project activities. The channels
were Twitter, Linkedin and Facebook and the accounts were run by WKW, partly managed
via a Hootsuite account. In addition, project team members and project partners shared
information in their personal capacity or via their organisation’s profile. Tags and hashtags
were used as far as possible within the limitations of account settings, especially with regard
to Hootsuite scheduling for Twitter posts. The results are shown in the table below:
Media

Posts

Audience

Impact/clicks

Comments

Twitter
(2018-20)

3-5 per week

>1,250
followers

Impressions: >270.7k (6/18-12/20)
Top: >3k per tweet;
Engagement: >3% (top); avg 1.9%

Strong increase in
impressions from
mid-2019

Linkedin
(7/2020)

1-3x per week

>270
followers

>9,500 impressions (2020)

Facebook
(1/2019)

1-3 per week
(9-12/2020)

22 page
likes

Reach: 5-11 per post
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Sporadic use, no
promotion

5.35 Podcasts
Four podcasts were produced as part of the changed plans for WoodBUILD autumn series
in 2020 created by the coronavirus pandemic and designed to engage a wider audience of
stakeholders in topics relating to the Home-Grown Homes agenda and the project
learnings. They were 60-minute conversational podcasts on some of the themes of the
Home-Grown Homes Project – Forestry, Manufacturing, Housing and the Foundational
Economy. Each podcast featured two individuals with a passion for the subject matter and a
willingness to share their thinking. David Hedges, Home-Grown Homes Project Manager
introduced each podcast and asked the questions. Individual episodes were promoted via
the newsletter and social media and can be accessed here. By the end of December 2020
podcasts had been downloaded more than 450 times. Podcasts proved very popular on
social media and prompted speakers to share with their own networks.

5.36 Products and Events
These included case studies, events and specification tools to facilitate knowledge transfer
and understand technical and market barriers for building elements made from homegrown timber.
• The Case Studies were designed to encourage use of home-grown timber by
demonstrating what can be done with home-grown timber elements; provide technical
knowledge transfer to ensure appropriate application across the focus areas windows,
cladding and insulation; and communicate project success and to illustrate the
overarching storyline. They featured exemplar client projects that illustrated learning
from the Project and have been mapped on a Google Map available from the website.
• Building Element Knowledge Events were designed to enable knowledge transfer across
the supply chain; facilitate dialogue and engagement between stakeholders and to
identify perceptions and barriers to use of building elements made from Welsh timber.
They were a series of half-day workshops with input from industry experts. Each focused
on a single topic: i.e. cladding, windows, wood fibre insulation or C16. The attendance
was:
- Cladding: >120 participants over 3 events; 30-50 attendees per event
- Windows: >90 participants over 3 events; 30-40 attendees per event, except
workshop on developing specifications for social housing (15)
- Insulation: >60 participants over 2 events; 20-40 attendees per event
• Specification Tools
These were designed to increase procurement of timber elements by helping to specify
and choose the appropriate type of product across a selection of applications. Designed
as online publications on specification of timber cladding, wooden windows and wood
fibre insulation they are available for download from the website. Two of the three
publications are completed with the final document due for completion by the end of
March 2021.
• Client Events explored the potential for using timber to optimise building performance,
to educate the client, to secure buy-in into the home-grown homes project, and to
identify a home-grown timber champion within the client company. Two workshops were
delivered on zero carbon in 2019 and 2020 for individual housing associations.
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• Annual Conferences brought the stakeholder community together around the forest
economy in Wales to showcase innovations, discuss topical issues and develop new
ideas. These were one day events organised annually by Woodknowledge Wales and
comprised a programme of talks and discussions as well as an exhibition. In 2019, it
hosted ‘The Big Debate’, a structured stakeholder discussion using the ‘fishbowl’ method.
In 2020, the format was adapted into a series of nine webinars. These were promoted
via individual e-shots, social media and partner organisations like Wood for Good,
Natural Resources Wales and others. The results were:
- WoodBUILD 2020 (online): More than 350 people attended a series of nine webinars
with 30-50 participants per event. Events attracted a mix of housing associations,
local authorities, architects and engineers, academics, Welsh Government,
manufacturers and land use organisations.
- WoodBUILD 2019 (Bangor): over 100 delegates across social housing, local
authorities, Welsh Government, architects, engineers, academia, processors, timber
frame manufacturers, contractors, joinery companies and their suppliers.
- WoodBUILD 2018 (Cardiff): over 100 delegates across social housing, local authorities,
Welsh Government, architects, engineers, academia, processors, timber frame
manufacturers, contractors, joinery companies and their suppliers.

5.37 Media Relations
Media across the stakeholder communities were engaged to promote the project’s
objectives and results. The housing, construction, forestry & agriculture, local government
and national media (online and offline) were targeted. In 2020, a PR agency was
commissioned to support the project. The pandemic and Brexit were dominating national,
regional and trade media alike. Three key sections for media relations were approached:
• Welsh national press: ITV, BBC Wales, BBC Radio Wales & Cymru, Wales Online
• Trade press: Social Housing, Inside Housing, Cartref (CHC), Welsh Housing Quarterly
• Publications seen by Welsh Government: IWA - The Welsh Agenda Magazine
Media relations were strongly impacted by Covid-19 both in terms of media agendas and in
practical terms when it came to organising site visits. Despite positive responses from
journalists no article had been published based on media relations in 2020. However there
was coverage:
• Community Housing Cymru: Blog (agreed for early 2021)
• TRADA yearbook 2020 article
• Wood for Good newsletter & website: feature article and case studies on Home Grown
Homes (2019)
• Wood for Good newsletter & website: feature article and case studies on using timber
windows - example HGHP (2017)

5.38 Other Communication
Over the course of the project WKW and project partners presented and promoted project
findings at events and conferences hosted by other organisations. A number of formats
that had been agreed for 2020 were subsequently cancelled due to Covid-19.
• Stakeholder engagement events 2020 regarding the Science and Innovation Strategy for
Forestry in Great Britain, hosted by Forestry Commission
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WoodFEST Cardiff 2020; hosted by Wood for Good and TRADA: ~40 attendees from
architecture background
FutureBuild 2020; hosted by Passivhaus Trust: ~30 attendees from building &
construction background
TRADA Better Buildings Conference 2019: 200 attendees across timber industry,
architecture and engineering
Royal Welsh Show 2019 (Confor tent): ~50 attendees. Mainly forestry related.
Housing and Future Generations Act event 2019 hosted by Ty Solar: 40 attendees.
Passivhaus Conference 2019: ~40 attendees, mainly architects
Community Housing Cymru CHC Annual Conference 2018
CIAT Cymru 2018
Royal Welsh Show 2018 (Confor tent): ~50 attendees. Mainly forestry related.
Meet the Buyer Events Newtown and Brecon 2019/2018

6 CONCLUSIONS
Based on our research and the analysis of our findings we have drawn a number of
conclusions about the timber construction supply chain and where intervention might best
be made to remove barriers, ensure positive progress and better outcomes at various
points in the supply chain.
We have inspired a substantial increase in offsite manufactured (OSM) Welsh timber
systems within social housing. Technical support delivered through the HGH project has
enabled many pioneering Innovative Housing Programme (IHP) supported projects to be
based on Welsh OSM and Welsh forests. Our inspiration flows from the need for rapid
decarbonisation and the opportunity for foundational economic development. We have
galvanised the Welsh timber frame and joinery sectors to explore collaborative and more
standardised approaches, as well as embrace the use of home-grown timber. We have
created new thinking about how to coordinate the transformation of Wales into a highvalue forest nation. We are turning this fresh thinking into purposeful action from forest to
home through the creation and implementation of 16 unique behaviour change tools or
‘Outputs’ which are included in the following list of actions and interventions for key
stakeholders in the supply chain to consider:

6.1 On Net Zero Whole Life Carbon housing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There needs to be an agreed definition by all stakeholders
More timber needs to be used in construction
Align a new approach to using timber to foundational economic thinking
Adopt a Net Zero Housing framework for Wales (output 1)
Adopt design guidance (currently being developed) optimised for Welsh manufacturing
and the use of home-grown timber (output 2)
Minimise Embodied Carbon
Set a target for Upfront Carbon of less than 300 kgCO2e/m2
Implement a standardised approach for Embodied Carbon Reduction (Output 4)
Minimise energy demand and adopt a target for space heating demand of less than
15kWh/m2/year.
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•
•

Review the use of SAP
Only use renewable energy

6.2 On Building Performance
Minimise the building performance gap
• Adopt Building Performance Evaluation (output 5)
• Establish a Zero Carbon Building Performance Hub
•

6.3 On timber off site manufacturing
Support offsite timber manufacturing and joinery groups
• Ensure benefits of offsite manufacturing are delivered in reality (output 7)
• Support increased specification of timber systems/elements (outputs 8-10)
•

6.4 On Offsetting
•
•
•
•
•

Offset to below zero
Offset with Greenhouse gas removals
Create offsite offset mechanism to enable investment in tree planting
Create onsite offset mechanism to enable building with timber (Output 11)
Adopt a timber audit process (Output 12)

6.5 On Building a Welsh wood economy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a coordinating agency for the timber supply chain (Output 13)
Explore the role of a consolidator to link supply to demand (Output 14)
Develop financial incentives for landowners to plant trees (Output 15)
Stimulate housing association interest in investing in forestry (Output 16)
Create the space to grow trees
Address negative perceptions of Welsh conifer timber (Output 17)
Introduce a range of enabling policies such as an industrial strategy for timber and a
‘Charter for Timber’
Establish new traineeship and leadership programmes (Output 3)

6.6 Welsh Government Policy Recommendations
The 5 essential strategies for an emerging forest nation
Wales is not a forest nation. Wales is a sheep, beef and dairy nation. Wales is a steel nation.
Like many nations, Wales is the economic country it is, not by political design but largely
because of historical accident. Additionally, Wales has been held back by financial subsidies
that have maintained the status quo (particularly but not exclusively through the Common
Agriculture Policy) and the fashion for laisse-faire economic policies.
But there has never been a better time or more reason to change. We’re on the cusp of
leaving the European Union and have also declared a Climate Emergency. A more
purposeful approach is now required to achieve the net zero carbon goals set by Welsh
Government
Therefore, we are proposing five integrated strategies for how Wales can achieve a just
transition to become a new high-value forest nation. A transition that would create
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substantial employment (particularly in rural areas) and a transition for which Wales has
many natural advantages.
Wales has suitable and available land for afforestation, fantastic climate for growing the kind
of trees that industry needs, the land and workforce for new industries and proximity to
almost limitless export markets for high-value timber products. The UK is the second largest
importer of timber and timber products in the World after China. Furthermore, any
assessments of what a more sustainable low carbon future World might look like will have
abundant forestry and timber as a critically important raw material at its core.
In our opinion, the risks and costs associated with maintaining the status quo are far higher
than those associated with the transition to a forest nation. Ref. Serious About Green:
Building a Wood Economy through Coordination.
Wales must move away from high-carbon activities, which in recent years have also been
heavily subsidy dependent. Wales must move towards more sustainable low-carbon
industrial and land-use options that are geared to meeting the resource needs of the lowcarbon society and that are economically viable.
But Wales is starting from a long way back. Most European countries have well developed
forest industries and in recent years Scotland and Eire have pursued more successful
afforestation policies than Wales. But this paper sets out how our slow start can be turned
to our strategic advantage if Welsh Government decides to lead in the adoption of
integrated economic policies outlined in this paper that are purposefully aligned across our
construction, manufacturing and land-use sectors.

Strategy 1 - Construction
Introduce Policies to Deliver Net Zero Whole Life Carbon Construction
Welsh Government should adopt a clear framework for delivery of net zero carbon housing
by changing the Welsh Building Regulations. Our proposal is below. This framework aligns
with the Net Zero Whole Life Carbon definitions developed by the World Green Building
Council and aligns with the RIBA 2030 challenge. Clear policies focused on delivering this
framework to decarbonise construction will lead to a substantial increase in demand for
timber. The following requirements should be introduced in full into the Welsh building
regulations for all new developments announced in 2021 and fully implanted by 2025.
Social housing new build should with Welsh Government grant be first exemplars of the
efficacy of the new regulations.
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OUR POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.1 Minimise Embodied Carbon
Timber is the exemplar low carbon construction material. Policies should initially demand
measurement and then introduce embodied carbon reduction targets. In particular we
recommend the adoption of an Upfront Carbon emissions target of <300kgCO2e/m2 as per
the RIBA 2030 Challenge (See WKW Embodied Carbon Reduction Guidance)
1.2 Minimise Energy Demand
Timber is proven as the exemplar structural material for high performance homes built to
the Passivhaus standard. Part L should be amended to require a space heating demand of
15kWh/m2/year (as per the RIBA 2030 Challenge).
1.3 Only Use Renewable Energy
Net zero means not using fossil energy. However, we recommend Welsh Government
review the support given to wood burning (as the least carbon efficient use of timber) in
favour of wind, solar and tidal alternatives. Equally the biomass subsidy as currently applied
is diverting timber away from the manufacturing and construction sectors and doing little to
bring under-utilised woodland into management
1.4 Minimise the Performance Gap
To encourage better building and more manufactured approaches to delivery construction
policies and regulation should move away from design standards alone and require post
completion performance measurement. [See WKW Building Performance Guidance]
1.5 Offset to Below Zero
To deliver net zero whole life carbon an element of offsetting is required. Afforestation is
widely recognised as a robust means to offset emissions. We also believe that stored
biogenic carbon in the building should also be recognised as an equally robust means of
offsetting. In that respect we recommend that Welsh Government seek a one-year
moratorium on ratifying the Emissions Trading Scheme to enable the Welsh Government to
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take evidence in favour of carbon credits for wood in buildings (see WKW Illustrative Carbon
Storage Contract).
1.6 Fund the Creation of a Zero Carbon Building Performance Hub
Welsh Government have funded a scoping study for a Zero Carbon Building Performance
Hub under Innovative Housing Programme (IHP) year four funding. However, it is essential
to provide ongoing revenue funding for such a hub. The hub will act to provide the
necessary definitions, training, guidance, methodologies and benchmarks so that all actors
in the construction supply chain in Wales can have a common and shared understanding of
the zero-carbon journey (for both new build and retrofit, domestic and non-domestic). The
hub funding could be enabled through the Social Housing Grant (SHG).

Strategy 2 - Manufacturing
Enable High Value Timber Manufacturing & Integrate with Construction Demand
Without interventions, the demand for timber products that will flow from decarbonisation
strategies outlined above will be met almost exclusively by imported products. The lack of
added value processing of timber in Wales represents a substantial market failure. We
produce no structural glulam. We produce no Cross Laminated Timber. We produce no
timber I beams, no Laminated Veneer Lumber, no Oriented Strand Board and no Wood
Fibre Insulation. The list goes on. All these products have two key features in common.
Firstly, they are all critical components in high-performance low-carbon buildings that
displace steel, plastics, concrete and other high carbon and often toxic materials. Secondly,
they are all made from the type and grade of timber we grow in Wales.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
2.1 Create an Industrial Strategy for Wood
As a matter of urgency Welsh Government should recognise forestry and timber as a
foundational industry and create a green industrial strategy for wood. Such a strategy must
integrate new and expanding timber growing, processing and manufacturing with the
substantial demand within the Welsh Government construction and infrastructure
programme. However, we should also aim to supply the export market to England to help
address its own chronic shortage of home-grown timber products and to build capacity and
scale that is possible in Wales. NOTE: timber frame manufacturers are already choosing to
locate in Wales due to proximity to larger English markets and the availability of labour.
2.2 Establish Added-Value Manufacturing
Welsh Government should seek to create strategic public private partnerships, or targeted
procurement and supply agreements, with Welsh companies and or European producers to
establish advanced product manufacturing in Wales to service both the Welsh and wider UK
markets. Three of the many opportunities are outlined below.
•

A Wood fibre insulation (WFI) factory: Currently WFI has between 5% and 10% market
share in France and Germany. In the UK these products represent less than 0.1% of
what is in excess of a £1 billion insulation market. UK customers are being poorly
serviced by a European market for which demand is outstripping their ability to supply.
Furthermore, transport costs of low-density products like insulation means high prices to
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UK customers. The retrofit programme, required for existing homes, is a great
opportunity to deliver healthy and low-carbon homes by investing into the healthy and
low carbon building material supply chains.
• A Wood Windows Factory. We estimate that the Welsh Government and Welsh housing
associations pay for the installation of approximately 85,000 new plastic windows every
year in their retrofit and newbuild programmes. Which also means that approximately
70,000 plastic windows go to landfill each year. Currently no Welsh timber window
manufacturer can supply this market as they lack the certification requirements of
Secure by Design.
• A Glulam manufacturing Factory. Glulam is a wood based structural material which can
and is being used as an alternative to structural steel for low and medium rise
(particularly non-domestic) buildings. Glulam should become the healthy, low carbon
structural material of choice for hospitals, schools and other low rise non-domestic
buildings.
2.3 Support the Timber Frame Manufacturing Sector
The timber frame sector in Wales is expanding. The timber frame sector represents the
manufacturing bed rock for the rapid evolution of offsite MMC net zero housing in Wales.
However, in part as a result of the timber frame sector operating as a subcontractor to the
main contractor, manufacturing margins remain below 5%. This limits the timber frame
manufacturers ability to invest in automation, training and innovation and leaves the sector
vulnerable to economic downturns. Welsh Government should introduce targeted and
specific policy interventions to enable manufacturers to be at the heart of housing delivery
in Wales, rather than the periphery. Welsh Government should also proactively position
Wales as a nation of excellence in timber frame manufacturing specifically targeting the
English market. This can be achieved through procurement of timber frame to a national
performance specification currently being developed by Woodknowledge Wales in
collaboration with Welsh local authorities and the timber frame sector. This should be
supported with an allocation of timber supply from NRW and/or local sawmills, allowing
wood processors and timber frame manufacturers to establish a base line production at
lowest risk to all. This approach will help to position Wales as a nation of excellence (and
leadership) in advanced timber frame manufacturing, delivering necessary scale by
strategically targeting the English market.
2.4 Align the Public Building Programme to Timber
To reflect the economic, social and environmental benefits for Wales of using timber in
construction and stimulating afforestation we believe that the Welsh Government should
adopt a Wood First Policy (e.g. In France by 2023 50% of all public buildings must be based
upon timber) and create a ‘Charter for Timber’ in a similar manner as the charter for UK
manufactured steel. This would liberate markets for markets such as Glulam as a key
structural material in non-residential construction.
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Strategy 3 - Wood Processing
Influence Primary Processing Decisions to Better Benefit Wales
The Welsh state has historically subsidised forestry. The Welsh Government Woodland
Estate provides the majority of the timber to industry and Welsh Government provides the
grants to landowners to incentivise planting and management. But the private sector (in the
form of the primary processor - the sawmiller) determines what happens to the trees. In
our opinion, wood processing in the UK is a de-facto public private partnership. But to date
the Welsh Government has never sought to influence what happens to this critically
important resource. Partly as a result, the vast majority of Welsh timber that is grown for
industrial applications is used for relatively low-value fencing, packaging and garden
products. These timber markets are important, but the absence of the higher added-value
construction materials should be viewed as a both an industrial failure and a failure of
policy. We estimate that only 4% of Welsh timber is used as construction sawnwood. This
low value outcome matters. Not only are the returns insufficient for Welsh landowners to
invest in tree planting without the need for grants, but also the current markets, although
essential, are massively sub-optimal in terms of climate change mitigation and social
returns. The Welsh Government needs to use its role as both the regulator and the grower
to achieve better outcomes for Wales.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
3.1 Change Timber Sales Regulations
Natural Resources Wales (responsible for managing the Welsh woodland estate) have just
completed a consultation on their sales and marketing plan for 2021-2026. The proposal is
to move from a sales strategy based on the highest bidder to a triple bottom line approach.
We believe that NRW should go beyond the difficult to police triple bottom line approach
and proactively ring-fence a proportion (e.g. 10% per annum of the 525,000 m3/annum in
2019) for strategic adding-value processing by Glulam, timber windows, and wood fibre
insulation factories, into the valuable products required by a low-carbon UK
3.2 Support the Establishment of a Coordinating Agency
Welsh Government should support the establishment of a coordinating agency to ensure
that Welsh grown timber is available for the use of the timber frame manufacturing and
joinery and other value adding sectors. This coordinating agency could for example
consolidate demand from the Welsh timber frame sector and the housing association
retrofit programme and link this demand directly to the provision of timber from the Welsh
Woodland Estate. This coordinating agency will in essence bring supply, demand and
processing into more purposeful alignment. NOTE: WKW have established that housing
associations are prepared to demand Welsh timber and timber frame manufacturers are
prepared to use Welsh timber.
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Strategy 4 - Forestry
Increase Forest Area & Incentivise Forest Management for High Value Applications
The failure of Welsh Government to achieve a significant expansion of forest area in the
past 10 years has been well documented and is in stark contrast to our near Celtic
neighbours (Eire and Scotland). The production of timber in Wales is forecast to fall over the
coming decades whilst that of Eire will double. This decline needs to be addressed through
a huge afforestation plan for Welsh landowners of all sizes, particularly farmers.
There is no shortage of private funds available to purchase Welsh land to grow trees.
Growing trees already makes economic sense to the longer-term institutional investors with
deep pockets. A laissez-faire approach to afforestation will likely mean the sale of Welsh
land to wealthy individuals and pension funds, especially given the anticipated post-BREXIT
economic challenges likely to be faced by livestock farming.
A key challenge in becoming a successful forest nation is therefore to ensure that our
woodlands are both expanded in area and managed in a way that maximises the benefit to
Welsh farmers, communities and broader society. Directing investment, both public and
private, into partnership with existing farmers to plant a range of woodlands including,
crucially, those managed for timber production, will deliver the timber supply needed by
new housing and value-added industries, while offering them the opportunity and means to
adapt for the future. We believe that private investment is available and ready for
deployment.
That of course means we need a balance between the management of woodlands for
timber production and for biodiversity, recreation and other benefits such as carbon and
water management. It also requires that the productive output is put to best use. Critically,
it means that Welsh people should have an economic interest in the trees as well as being
able to access woodlands for their wellbeing. Otherwise, we fear that the productive forests
will continue to be regarded with suspicion by a society that that has little stake in them.
Welsh society currently views degraded treeless landscapes as ‘natural’ and coniferous
woodlands as ‘alien’. This is in stark contrast to most other countries in northern and central
Europe, despite the comparability of their environmental conditions. It goes without saying
that every effort should be made to ensure Welsh society is fully supportive and engaged in
the changes ahead. In that respect the National Forest presents a great platform for
education and change. But the opportunity for Wales is much bigger: to become a highvalue forest nation. We support the BBC Wales initiative with the endorsement of the Prince
of Wales to plant Britain as well as Wales specifically, but the key is not only combating
climate change. It is to provide meaningful jobs for the future.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
4.1 New Financial Models for Tree Growing
Welsh Government should explore the alignment of both public and private investment to
enable the scale of investment necessary for substantial afforestation on Welsh farmland
(preferably without transfer of land ownership). We believe that the private investment is
available, and equitable partnership models between investors and landowners are readily
available.
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4.2 Carbon Offsetting
Review the operation of the Woodland Carbon Code, to make it possible for Welsh
organisations (e.g. housing associations) to directly invest in Welsh afforestation as part of
their offsetting strategies.

Strategy 5: Socio-Cultural Change
Maximise the Benefit in becoming a High-Value Forest Nation to Welsh Communities
To help overcome barriers to change, to increase the understanding woodland in general
and the acceptance of productive forestry in particular it is essential that the benefits flow
explicitly to Welsh communities - particularly those communities surrounded by trees.
Woodlands have proven benefits for education (nature-based learning), well-being and
leisure (walking and cycling etc.) as well as the meaningful employment that is implicit in the
other four strategies.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
5.1 Better Leverage of the Power of the Welsh Government Woodland Estate
Where the Welsh Government Woodland Estate is located near to communities, parcels of
forest land should be sold or leased to local organisations in a way that leverages increased
social, economic and environmental value (e.g. as demonstrated successfully by the Skyline
project. Such an approach would draw more communities into forestry and create greater
diversity in forest management and timber processing. NRW should then also be tasked
with procuring land to enable the agency to maintain overall productivity levels from their
directly managed forest.
5.2 Create Designated Forest Towns
Welsh Government should support the creation of designated Forest Towns. Such a
designation should come with responsibilities and rewards. Once a designation is achieved,
it should enable access to investment in community-based forestry related activities that
would benefit the community in terms of employment, wellbeing, education and leisure.
The first designated forest town could be Treherbert (which is behind the skyline concept).

6.7 Concluding Remark
In delivering this project we have attracted attention on our ambition of transforming Wales
into a high-value forest nation. We have developed (and where time has allowed) betatested the tools needed to support transformation. Now is the time for implementation at
scale and in a manner that addresses the economic shock of Covid 19 to deliver meaningful
green manufacturing, construction and forestry jobs together with Net Zero Housing at
scale and supplied from Welsh manufacturing and forest industries.

Woodknowledge Wales
December 2020
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APPENDIX 1: OUTPUT SUMMARY
1. The transformative impact of the Home-Grown Homes (HGH) Project

We have inspired a substantial increase in offsite manufactured (OSM) Welsh timber
systems within social housing. Technical support delivered through the HGH project has
enabled many pioneering Innovative Housing Programme (IHP) supported projects to be
based on Welsh OSM and Welsh forests. Our inspiration flows from the need for rapid
decarbonisation and the opportunity for foundational economic development. We have
galvanised the Welsh timber frame and joinery sectors to explore collaborative and more
standardised approaches, as well as embrace the use of home-grown timber. We have
created new thinking about how to coordinate the transformation of Wales into a highvalue forest nation. We are turning this fresh thinking into purposeful action from forest to
home through the creation and implementation of 16 unique behaviour change tools (or
‘Outputs’) described below.
2. Define Net Zero Whole Life Carbon housing for Wales

All countries across the globe are grappling with the challenge of decarbonising housing.
With a coordinated approach, our research suggests that Wales can lead the world in Net
Zero Whole Life Carbon Housing.
3. Deliver climate change mitigation

The use of timber in construction and the growing of trees are priority decarbonisation
actions recommended by the UK Committee on Climate Change. What is not recommended
is greater use of high carbon materials such as steel, concrete, glass and plastic. In this
context are materially agnostic approaches to housing delivery appropriate?
4. Align net zero carbon housing with foundational economic thinking
By adopting the guidance developed in this project and implementing the
recommendations, net zero carbon housing can be affordably and reliably delivered in a
way that will drive the development of Modern Methods of Construction and the offsite
timber frame manufacturing and joinery sectors, support substantial afforestation and
inspire a renaissance in our forest industries.
5. Adopting a Net Zero Housing framework for Wales
Our research has led us to propose the following framework for delivery of net zero carbon
housing in Wales (Output 1). This framework aligns with the Net Zero Whole Life Carbon
definitions developed by the World Green Building Council. We believe that an integrated
approach to housing delivery from forest to home provides the most sustainable,
affordable and strategically compelling option for Wales.
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6. Create design guidance for net zero carbon homes
We have employed our net zero carbon framework to create design guidance (Output 2) for
social housing providers to deliver net zero carbon homes optimised for Welsh
manufacturing and the use of home-grown timber.
7. Create training and leadership programmes for net zero carbon homes
We have created a proposal for skills & training that allows routes for new entrants to the
sector through traineeships. We also propose a leadership programme that will provide
the interchange of ideas and knowledge needed at a senior level across the supply chain.
(Output 3).

Minimise Embodied Carbon
Embodied carbon can represent up to 50% of total whole life carbon emissions of a new
home. For that reason, it is vital to reduce the whole life embodied carbon emissions (life
cycle stages A to D as below). This can be achieved by using low carbon materials such as
timber.
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8. Set a target for Upfront carbon < 300 kgCO2e/m2(Stages A1-A5)
Carbon emissions today (or Upfront Carbon) has a greater impact on climate change than
the same amount of carbon potentially released in the future. Upfront carbon is the
proportion of the whole life embodied carbon emissions associated with the materials
supply chains and transport to site. These can be verified using data from database tools
and Environmental Product Declarations (EPD). Upfront Carbon is between 60% - 80% of
whole life embodied carbon. Our research findings suggest that we should design for low
whole life carbon (adopting circular economy principles) but, as it is vital to remove
emissions today, a target should be set for Upfront embodied carbon (the largest
component and simplest to measure and verify).
9. Implement standardised approach for Embodied Carbon Reduction
We have collaborated with ConstructionLCA and the ASBP to create Embodied Carbon
Reduction Guidance (Output 4) for social housing providers and their supply chains. This
guidance development has been supported with learning from our exemplar housing
projects and workshops. If widely adopted this guidance enables a standard method of
assessment to support comparability of results.
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Minimise energy demand
A fabric first approach should be followed as a high-performance fabric reduces space
heating energy demand. Occupants change, internal services evolve but the fabric should
remain for the life of the building and can do the heavy lifting in terms of building
performance.
10. Set a target for Space heating demand
Target < 15kWh/m2/year
11. Review the use of SAP
To better understand and articulate the importance of focusing on the fabric performance
to deliver low space heating demand we have collaborated with the Good Homes Alliance
and the Passivhaus Trust. (See EPCs as Energy Efficiency Targets and Building Standards
Comparison) also leading to an understanding of the need to review the use of SAP.

Only use renewable energy
All fossil derived energy should be avoided through the use of energy generated from
renewable resources. Whether this is onsite or offsite energy generation depends upon the
most efficient solution in terms of delivering Net Zero Whole Life Carbon.

Minimise the performance gap
Buildings should be designed and delivered to achieve high performance with minimum
performance gap.
12. Adopt Building Performance Evaluation
To deliver low energy high performance buildings we recommend embedding Building
Performance Evaluation (BPE) methods and principles as part of the development strategy.
To support clients and their supply chains to implement BPE at design, delivery and post
occupancy stages we have collaborated with the Good Homes Alliance (GHA) to create
Building Performance Evaluation Guidance (Output 5). This guidance is supported by
learning from our exemplar housing projects and workshops.
13. Establish a Zero Carbon Building Performance Hub
For learning, verification and performance benchmarking, all data should be transparently
declared - such as upfront embodied carbon, energy consumption after 1 year of
occupation and post occupancy evaluation data. All data should be fed back to a central
learning hub to support data comparability and learning. We recommend establishing a
Zero Carbon Performance Hub for this purpose. We propose that our Google Map of
exemplar housing projects (Output 6) is an appropriate mechanism to report findings and
share learning.
14. Support timber offsite manufacturing to achieve net zero carbon homes
We have established an offsite timber manufacturing group and a joinery group to better
support the development of the sector to meet the net zero carbon needs of housing
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associations. The Welsh timber manufacturing sector should be recognised as the
foundation for the modern offsite delivery of net zero carbon homes in Wales.
15. Ensure benefits of offsite manufacturing are delivered in reality
Feedback from clients and contractors suggest that the performance and delivery speed
benefits of offsite timber houses are often not realised. To address this, we have created
guidance to support clients, their appointed architect and main contractors on how to get
the most from timber construction. (Output 7).
16. Support increased specification of timber systems and elements
Based on learning from Exemplar Housing Projects and the building element workshops we
have created specification guidance for timber windows, timber cladding and wood fibre
insulation (Outputs 8,9 & 10). The purpose of this guidance is to simplify specification and
create greater consistency in procurement of timber elements and systems, as well as to
encourage higher performance outcomes.

Offset to below Zero
Remaining carbon emissions that have not been eliminated through previous 4 essential
activities and targets should be offset to below zero. A factor of safety should be applied to
take account of uncertainties in calculation methods. Further work is required to determine
an appropriate factor of safety.
17. Offset with Greenhouse gas removals
We recommend the Greenhouse Gas Removals route (supported by the Climate Change
Commission) to offset to below zero whilst recognising that other offset routes are available
Offset mechanisms
Greenhouse Gas
Removals
Renewable energy

Onsite
Build using timber
(creating carbon store in
home)
Install micro-renewables to
generate more than
consumption

Offsite
Woodland creation in Wales
(verified through the
Woodland Carbon Code)
Investment in renewable
energy

18. Create offsite offset mechanism to enable investment in tree planting in Wales
A UK offset scheme exists to enable payments for carbon for new forest planting. This is
known as the Woodland Carbon Code. Social housing developments should be linked to
new woodland establishment via an offset mechanism to deliver net zero carbon housing
(e.g. Clwyd Alyn Glasdir IHP4 application)
19. Create onsite offset mechanism to enable building with timber
A mechanism for treating the biogenic carbon stored in buildings as an offset should be
established. This is not displacement (e.g. renewable energy displacing fossil energy) but
rather a long-term Greenhouse Gas removal mechanism. The amount of biogenic carbon
stored in the building can be audited and verified when the post completion embodied
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carbon assessment is undertaken. In collaboration with Aureus Earth we have created an
illustrative Carbon Storage Contract. (Output 11)
20. Adopt a timber audit process
We have developed and begun beta testing a timber audit process to enable the quantity,
grade and source of timber to be collected and reported. NOTE: The sequestered carbon
content can also be calculated from this data. (Output 12)
21. Net Zero Housing is affordable
Our research and learning from the Llanbedr Exemplar Housing Project suggest that the
cost of offsetting through woodland creation to achieve net zero carbon housing in a high
performance 3-bed (88m2) timber home would be approximately £2,500. If carbon stored in
wood products is used as an offset, then this would reduce the cost of meeting net zero
carbon housing by approximately £800.

Coordinating the delivery Net Zero Whole Life Carbon Housing in Wales
22. Building a Welsh wood economy
We have worked with Karel Williams and his foundational economy team at the University of
Manchester to better understand the dynamics of the forestry and timber supply chain. A
role for a coordinating agency has been proposed (Output 13). The home-grown homes
project is an experiment in informal coordination but currently unsupported by an
appropriate and purposefully aligned policy framework.
23. Explore role for a consolidator
We have considered in some detail the role for a consolidator to link supply (i.e. the forest)
to demand (i.e. the house) as one option for a coordinating agency in some detail (Output
14). This could be driven by the private sector or in partnership with the public sector.
Other options proposed are an enhanced role for NRW and encouragement towards selfcoordination
24. Develop new financial incentives for existing landowners to plant trees
We have developed the financial case for existing landowners to plant woodland, avoiding
the ownership change which characterises existing (largely external) investment in Forestry
(Output 15)
25. Stimulate RSL interest in investing in forestry
We have established that housing associations are interested in investing in forestry for
multiple reasons that include provision of timber and as a means of delivering net zero
carbon housing. We believe housing associations to be value-adding investors in Welsh
forestry (Output 16)
26. Space to grow trees
We have collaborated with Bangor University on their Climate Smart Woodland project to
better understand the land that might become available for tree planting once Wales
withdraws from the Common Agriculture Policy. There are over 300,000 hectares of
Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) 3b land that may become sub-economic. Most of
Welsh conifer forests are currently on lower grade and lower yielding land.
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27. Address negative perceptions of Welsh plantation forestry
In delivering this project we have come across negative perceptions of plantation forestry in
general and Welsh grown timber in particular. To address these negative perceptions, we
have created a research report titled ‘The Role of our Own Conifer Forests for Building a
sustainable Society in Wales’ (Output 17)
28. Introduce a range of enabling policies
To reflect the economic, social and environmental benefits for Wales of using timber in
construction and stimulating afforestation we believe that the Welsh Government should
develop an industrial strategy for timber (as for other large industries), adopt a Wood First
Policy (e.g. France and Powys) and create a ‘Charter for Timber’ in a similar manner as the
charter for UK manufactured steel. To summarise the policy opportunities we have
produced a policy document, titled ‘5 essential strategies for an emerging forest nation’
(Output 18)
29. We are creating a purposefully aligned network of organisations
In delivering this project we send out a bi-monthly e-newsletter to over 2000 stakeholders
in Wales. We send out monthly project e-newsletters to over 100 of the most engaged
stakeholders. We have held 2 national conferences and run physical and virtual workshops.
We communicate via Twitter, Linkedin and Facebook. We have undertaken numerous factfinding visits and supported a large number of housing projects including over 10 (mostly
successful) IHP applications.
30. We’ve done the research. Now is the time for implementation
We have attracted attention and we have developed (and where time has allowed) beta
tested the tools needed to support transformation. Now it is time for implementation at
scale and in a manner that addresses the economic shock of Covid 19 to deliver meaningful
green manufacturing, construction and forestry jobs together with Net Zero Housing at
scale and supplied from Welsh manufacturing and forest industries.
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